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Bank deal to transform IDs into debit cards
Kelton Sears

Senior Staff Writer
Seattle University students will
have the opportunity to bank and
make debit purchases on and off
campus with their student ID
cards come fall quarter thanks to
a partnership deal that ASSU is

spearheading.
ASSU is currently considering
US Bank, Wells Fargo, BECU,

Chase and several other banking institutions to strike a deal that would
give students the ability to use their
ID cards as a debit or ATM card
off campus.
Only students currently banking with the chosen institution
could use this service.
The deal would also benefit
Seattle U by providing a monetary signing incentive. US Bank,
for example, is offering $25,000

incentive for selecting it. The
amount will vary from bank to
bank, according to Ron Smith,
vice president for Finance and
Business Affairs.
The money would most likely
be used to install new card reader systems in higher traffic areas
on campus, such as Campion
and Bellarmine.
The deal would also provide
additional cash incentives based
as

ENVIRONMENT

the percentage of students who
sign up with the bank that sponsors
the program.
According to Cole Hunter,
ASSU vice president of finance,
the extra revenue could also go
toward funding student activities
such as Quadstock and Campus
Ministry retreats.
The agreement
Page
would require coding
one of the unused data
on
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Field fertilizers
switch to
synthetic to
align with D-l
Grounds Department
returns to using synthetic
fertilizer on SU fields
Fernando Sioson
News Editor

Accordion squeezes into Seattle scene

Clara Ganey | The

Eli Kaufman, member of local accordion quartet Hell's Bellows and owner of
accordion repair shop Bell and Reed, has seen a growth in youth interest in the Page
accordion. Some predict the rise of the accordion will lead to the downfall of the guitar,

14

In further aligning Seattle
University with other D-I institutions, the Grounds Department is
getting down to Earth with a new
synthetic fertilizer to sustain Logan
and Championship Fields.
The Integrated Pest Management
program employed by Grounds
previously used Perfect Blend, a
mix of compost tea and organic fertilizer, on the two fields. According
to several Grounds officials, this
practice increased the health of the
fields and decreased water usage by
26 percent in 2006, the first year
organics were used on that part
of campus.
In conjunction with the Athletic
Department's announcement that
the 2009-2010 school year be the
first full year of D-I sports competition, multiple consulting firms
were called in to assess
whether synthetic ferPage
tilizer was a superior
3
choice to organics.
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To view a video of a Seattle
accordion artist in action visit:

Lusty Lady
on its last
bare leg
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A hot route to hope for at-risk youth
Calvin, originally from Liberia.
"That's my one goal."
So why is Calvin buzzing with

Mary Pauline Diaz
Entertainment Editor

history credit away from graduating
high school.
"The reason why I really came
over here was education," says

excitement over a class all about
coffee, which has nothing to do
with his graduation credits and isn't
exactly the work he's looking for?
"One lady came in to our class,
and she said she worked in coffee
for 10 years and it paid her whole

April 24,2010

Sunday
April 25,2010

53°
43

62°
45°

Calvin prefers more hands-on
work, but he didn't mind his job
at Value Village—until he recently
lost it. And being out of work puts

rid
9nin
April 23,2010

OQ°

44°

Calvin in an especially shaky situation, since he's been living on his
own since he was 10 and is just one

0

44*

tuition for school," he says.

"I said,

'Coffee does that?'"
Actually, Calvin and his classmates in the Barista Training
&

are

Education Program (BTEP)
learning coffee can do a lot

of things.
BTEP, which began in 2003, is a col-

laboration between

Page
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YouthCare and Fare Start's barista school teaches at-risk
youth about more than making coffee

Clara Ganey | The Spectator

The value of unpaid internships
K
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Tennis finishes season strong
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Unpaid internships may violate minimum wage laws
New proposal calls for federal funds to subsidize costs
for low-income students taking unpaid internships
Frances Dinger
Editor

With many graduating seniors
preparing to enter a meager job
market, internship experience
can be key to finding employment. But considering many
internships are unpaid, low-income students often cannot afford to volunteer their time to do

uncompensated work.
Kathryn Edwards andAlexander
Hertel-Fernandez of the Economic
Policy Institute, an organization that tracks economic conditions of low and middle-income
Americans, are trying to make unpaid internships more accessible to
low-income students.
The two co-authored a paper
titled "Paving the Way Through
Paid Internships," proposing the
Federal Intern-Study Initiative.
The initiative would provide financial compensation for low-income
students taking unpaid internships in the public sector or at non
profit organizations.
Edwards and Hertel-Fernandez
note in their paper that the average unpaid intern can incur expenses of $4,000 or more in living
costs. Under their plan, the federal

government would appropriate
$500 million annually to support
up to 100,000 low-income students in unpaid internships. The
fund would be created by consoli-

dating tax expenditures currently
offered for higher education and
limiting tax-free college savings
plan contributions.
The federal government would
allocate grants to individual colleges based on the number of
low-income students enrolled at
the school.

We've had cases
where unpaid
interns really were

displacing workers.
Bob Estabrook
Oregon Labor Department

The proposal also urges the
Department of Labor to "identify
and penalize companies exploiting
unpaid workers."
Some states—including Oregon
and California—are currently

evaluating whether or not unpaid
internships violate minimum wage
laws. The states are concerned forprofit companies are violating
minimum wage laws and unfairly using interns for free labor to
cut costs.

"We've had

cases

paid interns really

tracks on the back of

each ID card to work
just as a debit card.
"Having the debit
card, the banks will not push credit
cards at all," Hunter said. "I don't
think it's selling out to big business. I think it will actually really
benefit students."
Smith has been working with
ASSU to write and get approval for
a proposal that will be sent out to
multiple banking institutions.
"[When US Bank made the proposal] I took it to ASSU because
we never have enough funding for
student activities. When you get
down to the priority list, for the
past couple years we just haven't had
thefunds to do that," Smith said. "I
thought this would be a good way
to boost that and dedicate some
funds to student activities."
Clare Monahan, ASSU athletic
representative, has been researching
Jesuit universities who have similar

�

plans. Creighton University's plan

has a US Bank branch on campus,
something Seattle U is not currendy looking to do.
"As far as the student perspective, a lot of the students at
Creighton really appreciate the
program because it makes it easier
to pay for things with one card,"
Monahan said.
Xavier Univeristy, one of the
first universities to partner with

"They've spoken only

Kelton may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com

were

York Times.
In 2009, 56 percent of graduating seniors at Seattle University
reported having completed an internship at some time during their
academic career, an increase of 7
percent from 2008.
Kristen Acquazzino, junior individualized business major, waited until this year to participate in
an internship when scholarships
eased the burden of working to
pay her tuition.
Though an internship for
credit was not required for her
major, Acquazzino chose to intern at Sub Pop Records because
it related to her hope to enter the
music industry after graduation.
Acquazzino aims to open her own
concert venue.

"Even though I am stuffing
envelopes, I'm making a lot of

I'm making lots of
connections.
Kristen Acquazzino
Junior

Katrina Herzog, senior photography major, interned at Youth in
Focus, a photography program for
urban youth, and Seattle Weekly.
Herzog said these unpaid internships provided her with good
references and experience, but
she also felt taken advantage of
at times.
"I was given things to do that
didn't necessarily have to do with
my job description," Herzog said. "I
think they kind of took advantage
of the fact that I was a freebie."
Seattle University and Career
Services are working to ensure
internships are mutually beneficial, and also to make sure
students know they have access
to

internships.

"Ifyou're going to do an unpaid
internship, we want to ensure that
it's not spent 60 hours a week filing
papers," said Audrey Hudgins, assistant dean in the College ofArts
and Sciences.
Seattle U students doing internships for credit may file incident reports with the school
if they have complaints. These
protections do not extend to students whose internships are not
for credit.
"For a lot of students, they
don't need the [internship] credit," said Gayatri Eassey, associate director of external relations
for Career Services. "Students
say they don't want to pay for
the credit."
As a flat-rate tuition school, 15
credits costs the same as 20 credits at Seattle U. Students can add
a five credit internship and avoid
paying extra fees.
Students can be paid for their
time at

internships

in

intangible

ways as well, Eassey said.
"If you think about what [an internship] does for your resume and
experience [...] you can negotiate a

higher salary after graduation, and
you just paid for that internship,"
Eassey said.
Frances may be reached at

fdinger@su-spectator.com

Sharon and CartJames
MemorialLecture

US Bank, has few complaints
about the 14 years it has participated in the program, according
to Monahan.
won-

ders ofhow great it's been, about
how the bank's been very reserved about when they come
on campus, how they always go
through student government," she
said. "It's a very hands-off kind
of thing."
Students who wish to upgrade
their cards in order to use these
new banking capabilities would be
able to do so free of charge— the
cooperating bank would pay for the
new cards.
"If we did partner with US
Bank," Smith said, "the only difference between the old and new
cards would be a very small US
Bank logo in the corner."
While ASSU and Smith have
explored the possible downsides to
a banking deal, in the end neither
has found anything that is alarming
or worrisome.
"We've looked at it pretty thoroughly, and to be honest it's a great
deal all around," Smith said.
The bank selection will be finalized by the first week ofMay at the
same time the deal is expected to
be completed.

Even though I am

stuffing envelopes,

un-

displacing
workers and where they weren't
being supervised in an educational capacity," Bob Estabrook,
spokesman for Oregon's labor department, told The New

US Bank offers
$25,000 incentive
Cover

where

connections," said Acquazzino,who
has met Sub Pop executives and
musicians at her internship.
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Thursday Evening, April 22nd, 7-9:00
Lynn Collegium (Lynn Bldg. Ist Floor)
(behind the Chapel)

"Shifting Communities: Are you real online?"

This talk will trace the history of computer-mediated communities while raising
questions regarding the quality of mediated communication and our
online relationships.

Christopher Paul, Ph.D.
Department of Communication
Seattle University

Carl James, husband of Sharon James, was a long time supporter of
The Department of Communication. He passed away this last year.
In his honor, The Department of Communication is holding our
annual memorial lecture in both Sharon and Carl's name.

April 21, 2010
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Innovative law clinic gives students court experience
The once-a-year class allows students to interact
with clients outside of the classroom
Carolyn Huynh

Students typically get to interview and represent 40 to
50 clients.
The idea was developed by
Russell Kurth, the distinguished
practitioner in residence at the
law school.

Staff Writer
Sixty-four percent of people in
jail suffer from a mental illness.
The Seattle University School of
Law hopes to change the system
with their mental health court
clinic—an innovative and nontraditional clinic where law students
learn to represent criminals with
mental illness.
"The work that the clinic is doing is fundamental to the values
of Seattle U," said Annette Clark,
interim dean of the School ofLaw.
"These individuals are left to fend
for themselves, which is why they
end up in jail."
At the Ronald A. Peterson Law
Clinic, law students are able to
interview patients and represent
them in court. This gives them
more opportunities to be in front
of a judge. The clinic is also one of
the few in the country that offers
both a competency and therapeutic court. This secondary court prevents mental-health patients from
being prosecuted while offering
shelter and treatment to the more
psychologically stable.

Students typically
get to interview
and represent 40

to 50 clients.
Kurth, a practitioner at the
Associated Counsel for the
Accused (ACA) who has been
a public defender for 13 years
and has roughly seven and a half
years of experience in the field of
mental law.
"There are far too many people
that are homeless, mentally ill and
walking around without treatment," Kurth said. "As a society,
we can do better."
Kurth came into the scene
in 1997, when mental health

clinics were just starting up. He
developed the idea for a student
clinic and approached Seattle U
with his proposal last year. Kurth
is now in his first year teaching at Seattle U and helps run
the clinic along with attorney
Abbey Perkins.
After receiving the green light
from the university, Kurth received
the initial funding for the clinic
for up to two years. The Browning
Foundation, an organization
whose owners son was represented
by Kurth in court, gives the clinic $100,000 per year. The clinic
is also funded by the Nesholm
Foundation and Seattle U's
giving program.
"My motivation was to better understand how the criminal system deals with the mentally ill," Kurth said. "Not just
in court but in every aspect of
their lives."
There are five students enrolled
in the program, and it is offered
one quarter out of the school year.
The current goal is to expand the
clinic to two quarters, receive
more funding as well as go beyond the two years that have been
initially funded.
"Hopefully the clinic will teach
the next generation of lawyers

Seattle University's Hui 'O NANi Hawai'i Presents
*
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ROCK BAND

CONCERT ONLY TICKETS: $10
DOORS OPEN AT 10PM

to care for our downtrodden,"
Kurth said.

I expect and hope the
clinic to be around for

a long time and go
beyond the two years.
Annette Clark
School of Law Interim Dean

"The ultimate goal would be
eliminate the need for my job
and for the hospitals and community to deal with the [mentally
ill] directly"
The clinic is highly rewarding
to

to students, according to Kurth.
Students learn how to master
a difficult area of law as well as
reap the experience of having
more courtroom time versus
classroom time.
The long-term goal of the
clinic is to change how the
criminal system responds to the
mentally ill as well as preventing the mentally ill from having
to resort to criminal acts to care
for themselves.
"I'm just really proud of their
work," Clark said. "We have
no guarantees, but I expect and
hope the clinic to be around for
a long time and go beyond the
two

years."

Carolyn may be reached at

chuynh@su-spectator.com

Sports fields get
new treatment
Cover

�

"Its a valid concern,
because [the Athletic

Department]

play

at a

wants to

higher level

used but are tailoredto beautify fields
rather than enrich the soil.
The Grounds Department is
not opposed to either synthetics or
organics and admits that neither
choice clearly presents itself as a superior option.
Although synthetics will be used
on the athletic fields, organics will
continue to be used in every other
place on campus.
"All of the Grounds staff is
committed to using practices that
are as sustainable as possible,"
Murphy said.

and have their field look like it's
at that higher level," said Grounds
Manager Shannon Britton. "It elevates how we maintain and fertilize
the fields."
According to Janice Murphy,
integrated pest management coordinator, pressures from the D-I
change and requests from the various
coaching staffs in addition to consultants' recommendations resulted in
the change.
"It's the norm to recommend
and utilize [synthetic fertilizers]," The Grounds staff is
said Joshua Green, Grounds gardener. "Using something outside committed to using
of that norm just doesn't seem to
be acceptable."
practices that are as
Britton was involved in much
of the decision process that began sustainable as possible.
last winter and carried into the
Janice Murphy
spring. According to Britton, the
decision to switch to synthetics was
Grounds
driven by what would make the
fields look best, as well as which
fertilizer was best for the health of
The switch has been integrated
the grass.
into the restoration and resurfacing
"We asked ourselves, 'How are of Championship Field, an estimated
we going to treat these fields?"' $300,000 to $500,000 project to reBritton said. "We're in a different ball turn satisfactory drainage capability
to the sand-based athletic fields.
game now."
Britton, Murphy and Green,
Exploratory digging done by
along with other Grounds personnel the Facilities Department revealed
such as Lead Gardener D.C. Clausen, a number ofcracked drainage pipes
worked with consultants to perform underneath the fields' topmost turf
soil tests and irrigation research on layer. The cracked pipes and heavy
the fields' turf in order to re-assess the rain conditions prevented the soccer
proper amount of synthetic fertilizer team from playing thelast two games
to use each season.
of their season on Championship
The key, according to Britton, is Field, according to Murphy.
to properly manage that amount durAdding to the problem is the
the
cool
and
wet
season
(October "heavy wear" by almost nonstop use
ing
to March) early in the year compared
of the fields for sports practice, into the warm and dry season (April to
tramurals and club sports. In spite of
this, Grounds officials say they want
September) later in the year.
While organic fertilizers are more to provide the highest quality playing
expensive than synthetics, they are field available.
made out of completely natural
"On one hand you have this
products such as manures and plant green way of sustaining the fields,"
products. Organics are more soluble, Britton said. "On the other hand is
meaning they are more easily broken this overhanging notion of [Seattle
down by plants.
U] as a D-I entity."
Synthetic fertilizers are cheaper
and are made artificially in chemical Fernando may be reached at
labs. Synthetics are more commonly news@su-spectator.com
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Eurocontrol re-opens several air lanes,
but many travelers remain stranded
George Jahn

Associated Press Writer
VlENNA—Stranded travelers
are piling into buses, trains and highpriced taxis in a frantic scramble to

accomplish

an

increasingly tricky

mission: Escape from Europe.
Spain was becoming a dream
destination not for its beaches and
monuments but simply by virtue of
the fact it's one of the few European
countries unaffected by the ash
cloud drifting across the continent
from an Icelandic volcano.
Monstrous lines filled the departure terminals at Madrid's Bajaras
Airport as people sought a chance to
flee and tempers were fraying.
"I am on the standby list and
am
homeless right now," said
I
Roberta Marder, 73, from Tulsa,
Oklahoma. "I am here fighting in
the line and trying to get a ticket."
Doug Hahn, 36, from Portland,
Oregon, was settling into his seat
Thursday on a New York-bound
plane in Amsterdam when the
flight was canceled. He and three

other stranded travelers rented a car
and drove to Madrid
a 16-hour
road journey.
On Monday, Spain offered to let
Britain and other European countries use its airports as stopovers
to get tens of thousands of passengers stranded by the volcanic ash
traveling again.
—

Spain is one of the few

European countries
unaffected by the

drifting ash cloud.
With flying conditions uncertain, only a fraction of the continent's airports were operating.
Eurocontrol, the continentalair authority said airlines in Europe were
to

—

—

—

—

expected

At Frankfurt Airport, one of
continental Europe's biggest hubs,
airport spokesman Uwe Witzel said
that almost 500 passengers
most
of them from Africa or Asia with no
visas for the EU
were spending
their fourth day in the transit area.
Witzel said the stranded were
being provided with three meals
a day, showers and fresh clothing
as needed.
"We've set up an Internet lounge,
we've hired people to entertain the
kids and we've also arranged a spot
outside the terminal building where
people can go to get a breath offresh
air and some sun," he said.
For Greg Moncada, flying was a
he had
professional imperative
scheduled job interviews on the
U.S. West Coast.
"I'm trying to get to Seattle,"
said Moncada, high school principal at Vienna's American
International School. "I have to be
there tomorrow."
The ash also caused diplomatic
headaches.
President Barack Obama was
forced to miss the Polish president's weekend funeral, while U.S.
Secretary of State Hillary Rodham

fly only between

8,000

and 9,000 of their 28,000 scheduled
flights on Monday
mostly from
southern Europe.
—

Clinton called off a scheduled trip
to Finland.
Iceland's volcanic ash cloud
also delayed bailout talks in Athens
on Monday regarding Greece's
economy, leaving the country to
watch its borrowing costs hit another record high. The crisis negotiations with the International
Monetary Fund and the European
Union will now start Wednesday
and could be held by teleconference if planes remain grounded
after that.

We need a flight,

we need a time. We
were like animals
this morning.
Theirry Loison
Airline Passenger

Stranded Europeans trying to get
home were also affected.
"We need a flight, we need a
time," Thierry Loison, who has

been stuck since Friday at Incheon
on the way back to France after a
vacation in Bali, told Korean Air
officials. "We were like animals
this morning."
Passengers resting on blankets
spread on the floor of a business
center complained about the lack
ofhotel accommodations. They said
they were only receiving a voucher
for one meal a day at McDonald's
and that they were running out
of money.
Chloe Paull, a teaching assistant
at a secondary school in England on
her way home after a trip to Japan
during school break, was supposed
to be back at work Monday. She
has been stuck in South Korea
since Saturday and said Air France
is sending her back to Japan, where
she's booked onto a Wednesday
flight back home.
"The problem is it might not
be open so I can just be stuck in
Japan, same as here" she said with
a laugh.
Being stranded is becoming a
financial burden, she said.
"My job isn't highly paid and I
spent a lot of money in Japan," she
said. "It's an expensive place."

Specs of the week
4-star general named alumnus of the year

General Peter Chiarelli was
named the 2010 Seattle University
Alumnus of the Year "Thursday at
the Sheraton Hotel downtown.
Chiarelli, the vice chiefof staff
of the U.S. Army, is the highest
ranking military officer that Seatde
U has produced. He served in the
university ROTC program and
graduated in 1972.
Chiarelli s first assignment was
in Fort Lewis, Wash, but went on
to command tank battalions in
Germany and Belgium. He participated in the NATO bombing
ofKosovo in 1999, where served
as executive officer to General

Wesley Clark, then-Supreme
Allied Commander of Europe.
Chiarelli was named U.S. Army
director Qf operations in August
2001 and received an office in the
Pentagon. A month later his office
was nearly hit by the plane that
was headed toward the Pentagon
on Sept. 11, 2001.
Chiarelli was named vice chief
of staff in August 2009. He has
commanded combat regiments
twice in Iraq, both for the Ist
Cavalry Division and the Iraqi
Multi-National Corps. He also
helped to develop programs
like Operation Home Base and
Operation Mend, each of which
focuses on the health and well-being of soldiers and their families.
Chiarelli is the first person
from a Washington ROTC program to achieve the rank of fourstar

general.

In addition, four others received alumni awards at the
event's 25th anniversary dinner
.They were Maureen Brotherton,
MNPL, for community

service; Marta Dalla Gasperina,
for university service; Jeanette

Rodriguez, for distinguished
teaching; and Joanna Plichta
Boisen, JD, as an outstanding
recent graduate.
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upcoming events!

Crazy Bull and Craves
to receive honorary SU
doctorates

Cheryl Crazy Bull, president
of Northwest Indian College, and
Bob Craves, CEO and co-founder
of College Success Foundation,
will receive honorary doctorates
at

Seattle University's June

■

Jlj

com-

ceremonies.
Crazy Bull is a citizen of the
Sicangu Lakota Nation of the
Rosebud Reservation in South
Dakota. She has been nationally
recognized for her work with higher education institutions as well as
Native American populations in
the United States.
She is president of the
Northwest Indian College on the
Lummi Indian Reservation in
northwest Washington.
Craves has been regularly involved in Washington higher education since the mid '90s.
Craves served as chairman
of the Washington State Higher

Brier Rose

mm

Come join us at the STCN Hearth to
listen to this melodious rock band from our very
own city of Seattle. Free event!

mencement

MB

t

Gameworks Head downtown to Gameworks for an

our ant^a
°f free games! Tickets will be
available at the CAC. Transportation not provided.

fiSSSEI
Volunteer at Special Olympics Interested

•

in volunteering? RSVP to Bree at vannessb@seattleu.edu.
Lunch and transportation provided!

Education Coordinating Board
from 1997 to 2005. In 1998 he
was appointed co-chair of the
2020 Commission on the Future
of Postsecondary Education.
He co-founded the College
Success Foundation in 2000. The
foundation has dispersed more
than $107 million in scholarships
to more than 6,000 students in the

last decade.
The 2010 commencement ceremonies will take place June 13 at
Key Arena at Seattle Center.

I
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Quadstock The lineup has been released! If you are
student performer or a club interested in participating
in Quadstock, contact Adam at tothal@seattleu.edu.

a
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Not ready

fortheLSAT?
Let us demonstrate our proven
method (since 1988)for success:
individual strategies, real tests for
practice, and true support from
sign-up through school acceptance.

Just one price

Our nine-week course features
36 hours of class time, weekly
help sessions, eight mock exams,
tutoring, and personal admissions
counseling. All for $1095.

We know the answers

Go to our website and find out
about the next free seminar.

www.stevenklein.com
Sandy Hayes,iQ and StevenKlein

CRIME REPORTS

Shattered glass,
stolen car seats,
youth center fight
Property Damage

5031 University Way NE Seattle

206-524-4915

Bookstore Advisory Boruxl 2009-10
lie purpose ofthe Bookstore Advisory Board is to act as an advisory to the Bookstore on
current operations and assist in future opportunities. The Board shall function as an
interne diary (the ey*s aid etas) to the campus community bslpuig to facilitate open
communication from all campas members. The Board amy form sub*o3mmrtteies to
study and make recommendations on operational issues. The E>ookstore Manager shall
fend the Board
and provide support to
Advisory Board as
The
Board shall consist of two members of each student ck®, two faculty members, tm staff
msmfoejs, two administrators and Bookstore
Open positions are filled at

krg*.

Board menders art committed to attend meetags (or virtual me* tings), maintain an open
mind and communicate My wffli campus members. The Board members shall be lisSed
on the Bookstore web site tod posted in the Bookstore to ftcdhtate campus
commarucation.
Advisory
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bag. The estimated cost of
the car owner's missing items

A woman who parked her was $550.
Honda S2OOO overnight at a
parking garage on the 500 block Attempted Robbery
of 22nd Avenue returned the
morning of April 13 to discover
Shortly before 2:18 a.m.
that the convertible's roof had April 12 a woman living on
been slashed.
a first floor apartment on the
She called the Seattle Police 300 block of 14th Avenue East
awoke to the sound of breakDepartment and told the responding officer that her car had ing glass. The woman grabbed a
not been entered. She believed the
flashlight and proceeded to her
suspect had been scared offbefore living room, where the sound
they could take anything. The rehad come from. She discovered
that her living room window
sponding officer drought the suspect had been after the S2ooo's
had been broken and the glass
seats, which can be removed from
from the window had fallen onto
the car. The officer advised the her floor.
woman to get locks installed on
her seats. The estimated cost of
the damage is $2,500.
A K-9 search of the
Theft and Car Prowl

The Steven Klein Company

5

area around her

A car owner exiting a dry apartment yielded
cleaners on the 2900 block ofEast
Madison Street April 8 noticed a no suspects.
young man in his car. According
to the car owner, the suspect
seemed "dazed" and "tired." The
The window's screen had
car owner asked the suspect if he
been pulled outward, but nothhad stolen anything, and when ing appeared to be missing.
the suspect told him that he had The woman phoned the Seattle
not the car owner helped him inPolice Department to report the
side the dry cleaner's.
attempted burglary. She could
not offer the responding officer
any information on the suspect,
The car owner
and a K-9 search of the area
around her apartment yielded no
thought the suspect
suspects. The cost of repairing the window and screen is
was a young kid, but estimated to be $200.

he was actually 18.

Non-Aggravated Assault

While inside the diy cleaners,
the car owner attempted to call
the suspect's mother. When the
suspect's mother could not be
reached, the car owner called
the Seattle Police Department.
Officers came to the dry cleaners
but eventually let the suspect go.
At the time of the incident, the
car owner thought the suspect
was a young kid, but he eventually discovered that the suspect is
18 years old.
When the cars owner returned
to his vehicle he discovered that
his new sunglasses and his
Bluetooth headset were missing.
The car owner reported the theft
on April 13, he called the Seatde
Police Department and spoke to
an officer over the phone. When
the officer ran the suspect's name
he discovered that the suspect had
been arrested for shoplifting at the
Goodwill earlier that day and had
been booked into King County
Jail (KCJ).
The officer advised the car
owner to phone the KCJ to see
if the suspect was still in custody and to check whether or not
his items were in the suspect's

One male minor slapped another at a group session taking
place at a youth shelter on the
1100 block of East Spruce Street
April 13. The boys were sitting
at a table, facing one another,
while waiting for the session to
begin. The victim looked around
the room while waiting, and the
suspect thought he was staring at
him. He called the victim a derogatory name, and the victim
responded by calling the suspect
"a square."
The suspect then stood, walked
around the table to the victim,
and dealt the victim two openhanded slaps to the head. The
adult in charge called the Seattle
Police Department. The victim
told the responding officer that
he felt fine, and the officer took
pictures of the victim's face. After
conferring with a Youth Services
Center (YSC) representative, the
officer determined that the suspect did not need to be placed in
YSC confinement.
The adult in charge of the
group session assured the officer
that she would keep the two boys
separated for the duration of their
stays at the center.
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Calcutta Club vet returns
after 7 years of service
Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer

In 2003, Jeremiah Grams was a

sophomore philosophy and humanities major in the Matteo Ricci College.
Grams never thought hedleave school
to spend years doing service work
abroad, but that all changed when
Grams found the Seattle University
Calcutta Club.
Grams, now a sophomore
general science major, has
spent the last seven years in
and out of India doing medical
volunteer work.
"Seeing the world beyond what
you already know through others'
eyes, rather than what is designed
at Seattle U, shows that everything
is possible," Grams said.
Grams says his first experience
at Seatde U was in some ways "the
path ofleast resistance."
This path took a sudden and unexpected turn when Grams decided
to attend a Calcutta Club meeting
at the invitation of a friend. Grams
had originally planned to travel
to Italy that summer on a study
abroad program but after working
with the Calcutta Club, he decided to go to India the following
fall quarter.
Grams says initially he was more
interested in travel rather than the
service aspect of the trip, but that
quickly changed when he became
immersed in Indian culture.
"People just want one word answers, but it's hard to talk about
and condense the intensity of the
experience," Grams said.
During his time in India,
Grams cared for people who were
sick and dying. He said that this
gave him [the] everyday experience of reality that presented a
deeper understanding of life and
my place in it."
Once he was back in the
U.S., Grams sought out different
"

volunteer opportunities and met
people involved in social jusissues,
tice
something he had never

more

done before.
But Grams was still not satisfied with his education at Seattle U
and was still looking for something
more, which acted as a catalyst
for him to go back to India for a
second time from 2004 to 2005.
After returning to Seattle and volunteering with various other organizations, Grams returned to India
again in 2007.
Given all these trips to
India, it was a trip visiting a
friend in Australia, whom he
had met while volunteering in
India, that finally helped him
to realize what he wanted out

Sonya

Ekstrom |

The Spectator

Sophomore Jeremiah Grams dropped out of school for six years to volunteer in Southeast Asia. Grams
is now back at Seattle U studying general science and hopes to pursue a career in medicine.

"It takes a long time to come
back to something," Grams said.
Grams traveled to Australia for He added that although he had
his friend's 25th birthday, a time thought about medical school
when his friend was applying to before, he hadn't been ready.
medical school after traveling and Despite some initial nervousvolunteering. After Grams helped ness about beginning his educahis friend through his discernment tional process at Seattle U again,
Grams was eager to continue
process, Grams realized medical
school might be the right choice his studies.
"It was immediately excitfor him, too.
ing to finally step up to something and realize it wasn't worth
hope that he is able
it to waste time being scared,"
Grams said.
He added that he returned to
to transform many lives
Seattle U because he felt grounded
as not only a physician, at the school after seeing other
parts of the world. He says he feels
but as a person.
most at home here and could receive a good education for what
Collins
he was doing, especially With the
Kathy
Campus Ministry greater goal of medical school
in mind.
"I needed to go through evam
toerything to get to where I am
"I am only happy if I
now,"
a
and
Grams said. "There is a
tally engrossed in challenge
don't have too much time to worry vast chasm between where I
about other things," Grams said. was and where I am now that
He said he realized the process of has made the whole experience
applying and working through more meaningful."
medical school could provide him
Grams and his mentors
with such a challenge.
at Seattle U agree that it's

oflife.

I

feeling

in medicine, he said, is a

critical to connect social justice
and education.
"If students engage in their
education, and integrate the
academic, spiritual and service
factors, they can do the same
as Jeremiah," said Fr. Michael
Bayard, S.J., director of Campus
Ministry at Seattle U and one of
Grams' mentors.
Grams feels medical school
is a way to integrate his volunteer experiences and education
by providing medical services to
the poor and feels lucky to have
such an opportunity. Part of his
motivation for getting a degree

that he could help fill the need
for medical professionals who
dedicate themselves to people
in poverty.

Kathy Collins, a Campus
Ministry official whose daughters
attended grade school with Grams,
said she has high aspirations
for Grams.
"I hope that he is able to
transform many lives as not only
a physician, but as a person,"
Collins said.
Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@seattleu.edu
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Natural Leaders globalize ideas at Clinton conference
A quartet of environmental studies majors fund
their own way to Miami for service conference

students stated their specific goals
and the steps to be taken to reach

those objectives.
Dalyce Lazaris
Volunteer Writer
Four students behind the
Ban the Bottle campaign globalized their commitment to action
at the Clinton Global Initiative
University (CGI U) in Miami
last weekend.
Founded by former president
Bill Clinton in 2007, CGI U brings
together world leaders and addresses five key issues: poverty alleviation, climate change, health-care
access, human rights and access to
higher education.
Junior William Piro and Natural
Leaders members Spencer Black,
Carey deVictoria-Micheland Carli
Redfield were among the 1,300 student attendees representing 318
schools and 83 countries at the
third annual conference.
Administrators from 80 universities attended. The meeting also
hosted 79 leaders ofnational youth
organizations, such as Women for
Women International, One Earth
Designs and Invisible Children.
"[CGI U] allows students to
come together to meet influential
world leaders working to solve
pressing issues," said Piro, environmental studies major.
Seattle U's participation in
CGI U was dependent on the
commitment of the four student

attendees. Gordon Miller, director of the Environmental
Studies Department, became the
group's contact person for funding. The four other students attended independently of official
school programs.
The conference itself was a free
event and provided food, but students were responsible for travel
and lodging expenses. Miller was
able to allocate $300 to cover hotel
expenses and paid for airfare out of
his own pocket.

CGI U allows students
to come together
to meet influential

world leaders.
William Piro
Junior

Developing

a commitment to

action is the only prerequisite for
attending CGI U, according to
Miller These commitments are
to be new, specific and measurable initiatives addressing social
or environmental challenges present on campuses and in communities. In their commitments,

Virginia Tech students committed to feed the poor in Haiti
by constructing a facility housing 1,500 hens, producing
more than 1,250 eggs per day.
University of Miami students
pledged to establish sustainable
urban gardens in Shada, CapHaitien, Haiti.
Black, deVictoria-Michel,
Piro and Redfield submitted
their Ban the Bottle campaign
Clara Ganey The Spectator
as their committed action, a
group effort of all members of William Piro, Carli Redfield, Spencer Black and Carey deVictoria-Michel
Natural Leaders.
attended the Clinton Global Initiative University this past weekend.
"We submitted this proposal,
"Seattle U promotes sustainwhich was really a team effort," Piro my perspective on leadership and
said. "Our Ban the Bottle campaign
initiative action on the environability so much," said Redfield,
sophomore environmental studwas a campus effort, and is in a way ment," he said.
culminated by us four going [to
The opportunity to aties major "I really feel like this
the conference]."
tend was open to all Natural is a unique opportunity for the
At the conference, students parLeaders members who were four of us to obtain critical skills
ticipated in interactive forums and willing to raise funds to cover that will help implement acts
travel expenses.
of sustainability,"
hands-on workshops.
"We asked, 'Who thinks they
Group members also said they
The presence of world leaders,
can commit, who wants to be
were looking forward to the conCEOs and NGOs amid these foference as an excellent opportunity
rums and workshops made the involved?' and it ended up beevent both international and ining us four who were willing to for networking.
"I'm hoping to network withothteractive, according to Spencer commit," said Victoria-Michel,
Black, junior environmental
sophomore environmental er students dedicated to solving both
local and global issues," Piro said. "It
studies major.
studies major.
Black attended the event
Attendees picked and chose will be good to get a view ofother
last year and was inspired to seminars pertaining to their personpeople's perspectives on the world
al
interests.
The
four
Seattle
U
and
how we can work to change it."
involve Seattle U on a more
parall
environmental
studies
ticipants,
compelling level.
"I brought it up to the [Natural
majors, focused on climate change Dalyce may be reached at
lazarisd@seattleu.edu
because
it
and
Leaders]
really changed
sustainability seminars.
|

A Special Seattle Mariners Ticket Offer For

Seattle University College of Education
Rangers vs. Mariners
Friday, April SO, 2010 7:10 p.m
-

Join Seattle University students and enjoy Seattle Mariners baseball while supporting Martinez Scholarships
for SU students! Special discounted group seating has been reserved exclusively for Seattle University and is
avail able for you to purchase online. Be sure to arrive early- the first 20,000 fans through the gates will
receive a Felix Hernandez bobblehead! Purchase your tickets by Friday, April 23 at NOON (or while
supplies last).
»

PRICING:
$16 View Reserved Seating (normally $20)
•

•

$10from each Field Level ticket sold benefits
The Martinez Foundation which supports scholarships in the MIT, Special Education

$Sfrom each View Reserved ticket

&

and Literacyfor Special Needs programs at Seattle University
»TO ORDER From I TO 24 TICKETS: Type this address below

into your web browser:

https://oss-ticketmaster.com/html/go.html?l=EN&=marincrs&o= 1967802&g=931 and follow
:

the directions using the code, MARTINEZ.
»TO ORDER 25 ORMORE TICKETS: Please call Yoko McCann at (206) 346-4505.
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0f... cats. The advent of illiterate kitty
humor is due largely in part to Seattleite
Ben Huh, the CEO of the Cheezburger
Network which, spawned the equally popular FAILBIog and I Has a Hotdog. Huh
will be giving a talk on his unlikely success and quick rise to blogger fame at the
central branch of the Seattle Public Library
entitled "Lessons Learned from the World
of LOLCats, FAILS, and Other Blunders."
Huh will also be signing books and selling
copies ofhis newest work, "I Was a Hotdog:
What Your Dog is Really Thinking." 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m. Free.

nwrn

show

I Aqua Teen Live

Aqua Teen Hunger Force on Adult Swim
is probably one of the weirdest things on
television. To start, the show is about three
talking food items, Frylock, Meatwad, and
Master Shake. To make it weirder, things
just explode if they touch the ground, and
aliens frequently show up and do things like
try to sell medicinal marijuana or start their
own hip-hop careers. As the longest running
show on Adult Swim, it has spawned video
games, comic books, a feature film and now
a live version of the show is coming to Seattle
to completely warp your mind while most
likely setting things on fire at the same time.
The show will feature Dana Snyder (voice
of Master Shake) and Dave Willis (writer,
producer, voice of Meatwad and Carl) will
be performing scripts, showing unseen clips,
giving out freebies, discussing the world of
modern entertainment and answering audience questions. Meatwad get the honeys, G!
7 p.m. at Showbox at the Market. $25.

I"3*TB TALK

JJj Ben Huh

I Can Has Cheezburger? managed to become
one of the most popular websites on the internet by featuring pictures ofkittens doing
stupid things with accompanying misspelled
captions. Thirteen million people a month
on average visit the site to see tiiese pictures

WJ\ M

SERVICE

I Earth Day at the Arboretum
I know. Today is not Earth Day. Thursday is.
Because everyone will be seeing Aqua Teen
Hunger Force Live on Thursday (or watching Avatar, freshly released on DVD), the
Student Conservation Association and the
Seattle Parks and Recreation Department
have graciously moved back celebrations to

Saturday. Phew. Join in belatedly celebrat-

ing the 40th anniversary of Earth Day at the
Washington Park Arboretum by volunteering to remove non-native invasive plants,
mulching, and doing trail work to improve
one of Seattle's beautiful public parks. Fun
restoration projects will get your hands dirty
and your insides feeling light and fuzzy for
Mother Earth, who is in need of some beautification. Also, the Na'vi do this stuff on a
regular basis, so you all should really get on
this if we are ever going to take over their
planet and steal all of their sweet delicious
Unobtanium. Did you know that stuffis valued at 20 million a kilo? Washington Park
Arboretum. 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Top Pot Doughnuts recently became the official doughnut of Qwest Field. When the

Seahawks and Sounders like them, you know
they are good. Offering more than 40 varieties of delicious doughnuts, Top Pot, a Seattle
original, will be hosting a 5K race/walk to
help you run off all of the weight you most
likely gained by eating their plentiful and
calorie-filled doughnuts. Proceeds from the
race are going to benefit Childhaven, a scientifically-supported program diat prevents and
stops the cycle of child abuse by protecting
and treating young children from one month
through five years old. All registered runners
will receive a spiffyTop Pot Doughnut Dash
t-shirt, as well as free doughnuts and coffee
to replenish the food stores in their post-race
doughnut starved bodies. GreenLake. 8 a.m.
$30 entry fee before April 24, $40 on race

day.

njTjHi talk
Jeff Goodell

WM

The way things are going now, Earth will
eventually catch on fire and burn and we will
all die. Jeff Goodell will have none of this.
The author of"How To Cool The Planet" will
be speaking at Town Hall on different wacky
ways we might be able to stop our planet
from exploding. Possible methods include:

A) A big giant
from the air.

vacuum

that will suck CO2

B) A machine that will make clouds brighter,
thus causing them to deflect more sunlight
away from Earth.

C) Artificial volcanoes that will shoot

out

heat-reflecting particles.
I'm personally for option C. Artificial volcanoes sound like a pretty awesome solution for
anything really. Town Hall. 7:30 p.m. $5.
C?VT3

READING

I Sherman Alexie

Sherman Alexie is pissed off. Growing up
on the Spokane Indian Reservation, Alexie
has experienced the hardships that plague the
existence of a modern day Native American
and have translated them into some of the
finest pieces ofliterature ever to come out of
the Northwest. After publishing 22 books—
many of them award winners—Alexie will
be coming to the newly relocated Elliott Bay
Book Company to read some of his poetry
along with a man who has a first name that
sounds very similar to his. Sherwin Bitsui,
a Native American from Arizona who's new
book of poetry "Flood Song" was recently
released will be sharing the stage with Alexie.
Elliott Bay Book Company. 7 p.m. Free.

Ml

I Point Blank

Awesome Stranger film critic Lindy West
will be kicking off her "Awesome Movies You
Didn't Know Were Directed by Women" series with a screening ofthe 1991 classic "Point
Blank." The action film, directed by Kathryn
Bigelow, finds Keanu Reeves, GaryBusey and
Patrick Swayze chasing a group ofbank robbers known only as "The Ex-Presidents," due
to the masks they were when they commit
their treacherous crimes. This is a recipe for
awesome. Central Cinema. 7 p.m. $10.

BLOG.SU-SPECTATOR.COM

Iceland volcano disrupts major music festival
Proof Mother Nature hates Coachella,
Loves Justin Bieber
Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer
WARNING: Mother Nature
has it in for the good musical artists of our generation.
With the eruption of the
Eyjafjallajokull volcano in Iceland,
enough volcanic ash was released
into the air that thousands offlights
in and out of Europe were grounded. While this would normally be
simply an unfortunate event for
those traveling to or from Europe,
the particularly ill-fated timing of
the eruption coincided with one of
the most important weekends of
the year to music fans: Coachella.
And in a cruel twist of fate,
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Mother Nature spurned adoring
music fans by stranding British acts
such as The Cribs, Los Campesinos!,
Florence and the Machine, and
Frightened Rabbit in England,

The particularly illfated timing of the

eruption coincided
with Coachella.
preventing or delaying them from
making their scheduled performances, in an obvious attempt to
destroy and dominate current talented artists of the time.
The volcano has disrupted tours
for a whole slew of artists who are
having to cancel shows because of
the ash. LCD Soundsystem had to
cancel two shows with YACHT
in Dublin. Crystal Castles, Nas,
Damian Marley and Gil ScottHeron will be missing shows in
London, and Sharon Jones and
the Dap-Kings have been stuck in
Europe since the eruption, missing
their first U.S. show date in Florida,
a taping for David Letterman and
NPR's Talk of the Nation.

wstera2 via Flickr

Now it seems appropriate to
take the opportunity to point out,
even if in a slight digression, how
truly unfortunate this event is.
While these acts, who have legitimate musical talent, are stuck
showless, performers like Justin
Bieber actually get to perform at
venues reaching millions, such as
Saturday Night Live.
But, you may say, clearly Justin
Bieber has worked hard for years
to break into the music industry,
tirelessly touring and producing
heartfelt, meaningful music, which

relates to all the 16-year-olds who
have loved and lost and fought
life's hard battles. He deserves this
opportunity to showcase his skill
to millions. Mother Nature is in
support of him, obviously as she
let him perform while preventing
others from doing so.
Can you say "conspiracy
theory?"
Or maybe it's just that anything
sung in the voice of a 12-year-old
with flippy golden hair is guaranteed to sell.
Either way, maybe this really is

warning from Mother Nature not
around with the earth, or
she will prevent anyone with real
musical talent from actually succeeding, in favor of Justin Bieber!
Or maybe it really was just an
unfortunate time for a random volcano in Iceland to erupt, and there
was no ulterior motive. Maybe.
a

to mess

Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
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Campus Voice:
What would you plant
in your garden?

Melanie-Kukana Maglaya

Junior, General Sciences
"Pineapples."

Cydni Carter
Sophomore, Photography

Justin Mukai

"Sunflowers, com, and maybe
some sweet peas."

"Some pineapples, a coconut
tree, strawberries, guavas.

Freshman, Communications

Carrots are good. Potatoes, for
french fries."

"Definitely some raspberries. Mangoes, kiwis.
I'm a fruit guy. Watermelons. Yes. Some

dragonfruit."
Pe'a Cohen
Freshman, Premajor

Interviews and photos by Sonya Ekstrom
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Across
1. Dog-powered snow vehicle
5. Paroxysmal pain
10. Hammett hound

14. Israeli dance
15. Concert venue
16. Celestial body
17. Collar type
18. Standard for comparison
19. Harbor
20. Hungarian composer
22. High-spirited horse
24. Othello villain
27. A wedding cake may have

bestcrossword.com

three of these

52. Computerized information

28. Dangerous catch
32. You
mouthful!
35. Vane dir.
36. Aquarium fish
38. Single things
40. Aha!
42. Verticil
44. Big bash
45. Woman's one-piece under-

storage

garment
47. Mother of Isaac
49. Where some vets served
50. Spanish river

54. Zeno's home
56. Shrivelled, without moisture
57. Objects of personal adorn-

ment
60. Start of something big?
64. Hindu mother goddess
65. Property claims
68. Dollop
69. Employs
70. Lauder of cosmetics
71. Taylor of "Mystic Pizza"
72. French 101 verb

I

.

73. Prevail
74. Blunted blade
Down
1. Author Silverstein
2. Monetary unit of Lesotho
3. Archer of myth
4. Gdansk
5. Engine part
6. Guadalajara gold
7. Moon of Jupiter
8. Inactive
9. Seaport in N France
10. Intending
11. Portico
12. Small mountain lake
13. Illustrative craft
21. Diplomacy
23. Boyfriend
25. Increased in size
26. Vows
28. Grow together
29. Atlas feature
lift?
30.

9

■

•

31. Of great breadth
33. Roman goddess of the

moon
34. Collection ofmaps
37. Hand woven wall hanging
39. Ditto
41. Sideways
43. After the bell
46. Christmas
48. Injure
51. Monger
53. Compact hound
55. Come up
57. Joke
58. At any time
59. Abominable snowman
61. A good one gets you there in
a hurry
62. Acting part
63. Off-Broadway theateraward
64. Expected
66. Bit of film, to a photog
67. DC bigwig

I
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The Danny Woo International District Community Garden, built in 1975,
features 101 allotments and 77 fruit trees, and is nestled in the Kobe
Terrace Park.

Garden in ID uses farming for justice
Matt Fields
Volunteer Writer
There is a space in the International
District ofSeattle where low-income elderly immigrants from Southeast Asia
can grow their own vegetables.
This space is known as the Danny
Woo Garden. While its demographic
may be more specific than others, it
is one of many community gardening
spaces in Seattle.
The Department of Neighborhoods'
P-Patch Program provides 71 sites for
Seattle residents to plant and tend to
their own
anyone is ala
lowed to grtJw at community garden,
low-income and immigrant populations
are often given priority.
"To me community gardening is a
chance for people to take a break from
the city without having to leave," says
Sean Baird, senior theology and religious
studies major and Danny Woo volunteer.
"You can see skyscrapers and stuff, but
you are in nature and it has biodiversity;
it's a whole differentlandscape."
Baird has been a DannyWoo Garden
volunteer for more than a year. He
spends'five hours a week during the
school year and 25 hours a 'week during

landscaping, planting, transplanting and performing general garden maintenance as well as working on
special projects.
sunnier

Recently, Baird has been helping to
develop a garden for children at the
Danny Woo, another target group of the
P-Patch Program. According to Baird,
the children's garden will teach youth
agricultural techniques while establishing an inter-generational connection in
the garden.

Community gardening is
a chance for people to
•

take a break from the city
•

without having to leave.

More than 4,000 gardeners tend to
more than 2,000 plots in the P-Patch
CemmunSSt gardening Program. Food
banks receive seven to 10 tons of produce from community gardens, as 40
percent of gardeners donate at least once
a month.
A 2007 survey revealed that 55 percent of community gardeners come from
low-income backgrounds and that 7
percent have no gardening space where
they live.
According to Baird, community-gardens provide opportunity to practice
food justice. By producing food locally,
it becomes possible to avoid importing

foodgrown in potentially unsustainable
ways from thousands of miles away.
With a dozen community gardens in
the planning stage and 'with more than
1,900 people on the waiting list for a
pJot, the future of community gardens

Sean Baird
Danny Woo volunteer

blossoming.
"teiamunity gardens provide a green
space for anybody who wants to visit as
well as food for people," Baird says.
"In a temperate, controlled, humancreated environment it is kind of nice
to step out of that and see that there
are bugs, plants, weeds and that we
are not necessarily the cyily things in
the city.
is

Community gardens provide a cultural outlet for theirclientele. At the Danny
Woo garden, many gardeners practice
traditional gardening techniques from
their home countries as well as plant
and carry seeds that are unavailable in
the U.S.
"They are growing food with their
own hands,* Baird says. "It is something
to do for them, and it gets them outside
while engaging their tradition of food
culture.'"

..

Matt may be reached at fieldsmi®
seattieu.edu
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Local coops take Seattle
farms beyond plants
Jennifer Williams
Stat' Writer

Living in Seattle, it's not out ofthe ordinary for me to wake up to car alarms,
ambulance sirens or chicken clucks. The
whole side yard and some ofdie backyard
where I live, called the Sherwood Co-op,
is dedicated to housing our three hens,
Peepsiemoonball, Evil Force and Brown
Hen. Even from my bedroom on the second floor, I can hear the purrs and grumbles and squawks rise through the morning as the sun rises over the Cascades.
Cities such a* Seattle, Portland
and more recently Vancouver, British
Columbia, allow residents to raise chickens. The law varies in each place, but in
Seattle specifically you can keep up to
three chickens on any lot, according to
municipal code.
My house first decided to raise its
own chickens about two years ago. Jack
Range-, who lived in Sherwood at the
time, remembers food politics was a
primary concern.
"You know you're giving them a
good life," he says. "Even the organic,
mass-productksß chicken farms can be
scary places."
EJe Watts, another resident ofSherwood

Co-op, had stopped eating eggs until she
•moved in and helped take care ofthe three
•citickens.
"In tbjg nxjrning I would take out.
the kitchen scraps to feed them and they
_,_,-,,,.1jj

."„„.-!

-:-s.~ she

_-~_■-

savs.

felt like a fair exchange**
But it's abottt more rijaufust abstaining
frora industries that hajTSP and etpfoit ani-

Free School class on raising chickens, believes there are important life lessons in
living with chickens.
"There is a connection to the natural
cycle of things that we tend to forget in
any urban dwelling," she says.
Seattle Free School isn't the only local
resource instructing city folk on raising
chickens—Seattle Urban Farm Company
and SeattleTilth are among others.
Owning chickens can also be cheap.
Building a coop can cost up to a few hundred dollars, but it is entirely possible to
make one out of salvaged and scrap materials. Sherwood residents found most of
the wood and roofing materials around
the house or neighborhood. The rest of
the materials, such as chicken wire, hinges
and hooks for the door, cost no more than
$100. The only other expense is buying
bags ofchicken feed, which cost about $30
and last around two months with three
chickens.
'In addition, raising chickens in a city
presents unique—though easily solvable—problems. Neighbors who may be
upset with their-ducking can be won over
with offerings offresh eggs. Raccoons can
break into less sturdy coops.
The most pressing issue at Sherwood,
however, is what to do with the chickens
when they step laying^eggs.
kind ofleanedtowards the
side «f them being honored beyond the
egg-laying stage and being able to live out
their lives," says Vince Witwer, Sherwood
resident. "And whether it's here or on a
farm, I would like to see that happeji."
Jennifer may be reached at jwilliams

!
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Chardin plots keep meals close to home
.

Chelsea Nehler.'-.W;
Staff Writer

witfej the EnviroainentaJStudied Department
-

to expand

tfie garden and* perhaps, accora-

modaae Qpoboys bopfei.

v

,

"You can grove food ia a small syta
savs Russaan.
It require* maintenance and afive uj>iteep,ro keep ..the ■garden vi3-bie year to/year, %-ut Rossmaa is sure
e are students'who arc committed
to

growing.

ays.
iust want Iα seeat contin
Last year, tlte garden boasted berries z.
l pkie imd tomatoes among other goodies. Thii yeas, Rofteian expects there to be a
coforfu! selection of beaes, ieitucc. radishes
beets.
Any and ali studentS; faKuln ana
side comnianin' members can Eeap &e benefits of urban gardenings wkicli.-don't just
include Vegetables.
"There's a great cuJ-

I

What was once a mere strip of grass on
campas is now an herbivore's paradise. The
aroma of Nutritious soil emerging from the
Chairdin "Garden is an experience rarely
fovtttd in an urfean setting.
"I just walk by, and sn*ell it,'* says Nick
Shea, Resident assistant in Chardin.
The garden is in its third'season and has
progressed significantly since its, inception.
It Degan as an "independent and Jooieiy
organized" graup of people interested in
growing food, say* Colleen Coafooy, seaior
environmental stedies major and Grounds
Department ea%>loyee.
The garden is still a well-kept secret on;
campus, with some students unaware it even
exists. Others are impressed by theprogress the
garden has made since it was first started.
"I saw it when it was nothing,-' says Abeni
Amidu, jwnier political science an«l communication major. "It's come a k>ng way;"
Sbme see a fature for the gardening project ifcat consider* tfie social justice mission
.
of die university.
"It would be great if we could give excess
to food banks," Gonbdy says.
However, one challenge to this is that the
space simply db"esft't produce enough.
"The plots really don't yicid'more thas a
couple people can eat,"
says.
Patrick Rosema«, hall director in
Chardin is looking to arrange something

community members.
**ft's abeut engaging the community at
large,' , Rossmaa says.
Ressman hopes the Earth Day Kick-Off
•event at Ghardin Garden—which will include free jyegetafeie starts and a worm "bin
denwiffiStration-—will generate more active
interest in tending the garden and raise
awareness that the garden is a great opportuniy to "learn and get your hands dirty,"
Rossman says.
Ike Earth Day kick-off event is tomorrow
from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Gheisea may toe reached at cnehler@su-

Bd

ture

gaMen-

ing/' Rossinan says.
"It's about tbe process*'
not

die product."

One majortriange
to the gardea this
year was the addition
of planting boxes.
This was done in
Clara Ganey j The Spectator
the hope of making
it more attractivt
Patrick Rossman started the Chardin Garden three years ago.
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Money woes put
peep show to bed
Katie Farden
Assistant News Editor

to watch women

strip dance. Unlike
other adult entertainment clubs—
where dancers often rely on tips,—
the performers at the Lusty Lady are
paid a weekly wage.
Seaver, who danced at the Lusty
Lady for 15 years and has managed
the establishment since 1989, says
the camaraderie among the women
at the Lusty Lady distinguishes it
from other local strip joints.
"It's more than dancing here," she
says. "We're all very close."
Hundreds of women have taken
the Lusty Lady's stage over the past
three decades. The club's dancers
have come from all walks oflife—
from the streets to accredited universities, Seaver says.
Erika Langley, a Seatde photographer and author, first came to the
Lusty Lady in 1992 to inquire about
shooting pictures of the club and
its dancers.

Exhaling cigarette smoke into
the bustling downtown traffic of
Ist Avenue, Lusty Lady manager
Deborah Seaver turns and glances
up at the pink and black marquee
above her. Staring at the sign—
which cheerfully exclaims "Clash of
the Tight Buns!" on one side, "The
Skirt Locker" on the other—Seaver
pauses and shakes her head.
"To me this is nothing in comparison to the ladies," she says, gesturing
at the marquee. "It's the ladies that
have made this place exist—their
smiles, their style and their grace."
But come June, Seaver's ladies
will dance no more at the Emerald
City's longest standing nude peep
show. Due to mounting financial
hardship, The Lusty Lady will close
this summer, after more than a quarter century of erotic business.
The last standing establishment
of Seattle's "vice district"—a strip of It's more than
seedy adult entertainment venues,
porn stores and pawn shops that dancing here. We're
once ran down Ist Avenue—the
Lusty Lady has struggled to keep its all very close.
peep show open over the decades as
Deborah Seaver
city politicians have made efforts to
clean up the district and new busiManager, The Lusty Lady
nesses have moved in.
Seaver said construction for
the Four Seasons hotel and condo
"I asked them if I could do a
complex, which opened in 2008, project about the place," she recalls.
especially hurt business in recent "They said I couldn't do it unless I
years. Construction for the 21 story, worked there for awhile."
31,0000-square-foot building swalShaking off her initial reservalowed up parking spaces for Lusty tions, Langley started performing at
the Lusty Lady to supplement her
Lady patrons, she says.
The Lusty Lady is a nude peep career as a freelance photographer.
show, where viewers sit behind glass She stayed for 12 years.

Clara Ganey | The Spectator

The woman-run Lusty Lady, Seattle's longest running peep show, is shutting its doors after 27 years.
"The managers really made it feel
a family," she says, recalling how
employees could count on a break
room stocked with tampons and comfort foods like microwave popcorn,
top ramen and hot chocolate.
A current Lusty Lady performer, who's been with the company since 2006 and requested to
be identified by her stage name,'
Awesome, also spoke to the warm
and friendly nature of her employers
and coworkers.
"I will miss general dressing room
time," Awesome says. "If someone
was having a bad day or just needed
to vent, everyone would lend an
ear and advice. Deborah would be
in the dressing room with us when
she could."
Seaver said her first move as manager was to reduce the maximum
hours an employee could perform
from 40 to 20.
"And I insist they do other things
with their lives," Seaver adds. "I do
like

more

than just teach them how

to

shake their butts."
Many Lusty Lady dancers are pursing higher education, Seaver reports.
Some commute to work from schools
as far as Olympia and Bellingham,
she says.
Four performers are nursing students who will graduate from their
respective programs this spring.
Langley recounts gaining confidence over the 12 years she
performed behind the Lusty

Lady's glass.
"It takes a certain amount of guts
take
to
your clothes offand dance in
front of strangers in a somewhat racy
fashion," says Langley. "There are very
big stigmas about working in the sex
industry, and the women who are able
to transcend that were very brave."
Others thought the Lusty Lady
and its all-female managerial team
helpedlay thefoundation for sex positive culture in Seatde.
"I wish someone would purchase

[the Lusty Lady] and continue its
focus," said Katherine Flynn, a longtime Seatde resident who serves as
the finance manager of the Center
for Sex Positive Culture in Seattle.
"I liked the fact that they were presenting sex from a positive point
of view long before the Center
came along."
The Lusty Lady will host its last
hoorah—a 48-hour "Playday"—on
June 11 and 12. The proceeds will
be divided between the dancers.
On June 27, before the marquee
comes down for good and the doors
of the Lusty Lady lock forever, all
former and current dancers will be
invited to participate in one last
stage performance.

Seaver expects about 300 to 400
women will grace the club's stage.
And that, she says, "will be one hell
ofa photo shoot."

Katie may be contacted at
kfarden@su-spectator.com

Guanaco serves taste of El Salvador to Capitol Hill
Taylor Olson
Sports Editor
While Seattle offers a variety of culinary options, Guanaco's Tacos Pupuseria
brings new flavors to Capitol Hill: a taste of

El Salvador.
Guanaco's second and newest location
opened last week and is in the back of Alley
Mall on 219 Broadway East; the first is located in the University District.
The
diverse menu offers

Matthew Brady

|

The Spectator

The part-owner of Guanaco's Tacos Pupuseria stocks the tables with sauces.

flavorful South American bites for extremely
reasonable prices.
Pupusas (a traditional Salvadorian dish), at
first glance, look like pancakes. These corn or
rice flour tortillas are filled with any combination of cheese, pork, chicken, refried beans,
zucchini, spinach and jalapenos.
Diners can hear the slapping noises of the
pupusas being shaped while awaiting thearrival
of their meal.
Even better, at only $2.35 each, the price
is right to try more than one combination
of ingredients.
The pupusas are served with curtido, a
spicy, crunchy slaw made of pickled cabbage,
to spread on top.
Aside from the pupusas, Guanaco's menu
also features burritos, tacos and grilled chicken
fish and steak a la Guanaco. Tacos with steak,
pork, chicken or vegetarian filling are $2.85
each. Mahi mahi tacos are $2.75.
The sampler platters, at $7 each, are definitely the way to go. The number three—
one pupusa, one baby corn tamale smothered in sour cream and a generous helping
of refried beans—offers a satisfying amount
of food and flavor that fits the budget of a
college student.
Guanaco's menu includes a variety of options for vegetarian diners as well. Pupusas,

burritos, tacos and stuffed chili peppers can all
be made without meat. There are vegetarian options for appetizers as well: yucca frita (fried) or
cocida (boiled) are tropical tuber-like potatoes
served with curtido, radish and cucumber.

Diners can hear the slapping
noises of the pupusas being

shaped while awaiting
the arrival of their meal.
Don't miss the empanadas for dessert:
plantain pockets filled with sweet
cream or refried beans then topped with sugar
and cinnamon.
If you are unfamiliar with the cuisine of El
Salvador, Guanaco's Taco Pupuseria is a great
place to get acquainted with it. The tangy
flavors paired with photos of Salvadorian
scenery and artwork gives Seattle a glimpse
into El Salvador—one that should not
be missed.
sweet

Taylor may be reached at

tolson@su-spectator.com
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Coffee class helps youth return to school This
week's
�
Cover

Fare Start (a culinary training and
job placement program for homeless and disadvantaged adults) and

YouthCare (a shelter and support
center for homeless and at-risk youth). FareStart
provides the training, and YouthCare handles more
of the case management side, including selecting
students for the program.
It starts with YouthCare hosting open houses,
where typically 50 to 100 students learn about the
program and apply. From there, 13 move on to interviews, with directors looking for' commitment
and readiness. Then the cohort gets cut to eight.
It's no lightweight practice course.
"It's a real job," says Jakia, BTEP student. "You
are held accountable for what you do."
Students are even paid minimum wage
throughout the eight weeks and put their skills to
work with a real customer base in the FareStarts
Cafe@2loo at the 2100 Building.
"[Cafe@2loo] is a good training ground,"
says Leah Meltzer, FareStart Barista Programs and
Cafes Supervisor. "It's just busy enough at times
to challenge you, slow enough at times to allow

for check-ins."
Since the 2100 Building houses offices for
several other non-profits, such as Treehouse and
YMCA, it's also a supportive environment; the
photos on the cafes walls are taken by students of
Youth in Focus, a non-profit empowering urban

students at their roaster, engages them in demonstrations and donates the beans students use in the

;:s1

This is a fresh start, right here.
It seems like somebody just

MUSIC: 'All Days Are
Nights: Songs for Lulu' by
Rufus Wainwright

Sonya Ekstrom | The Spectator

Though not everyone at Cafe@2loo (including
the two above) are grads of the Barista Training & Education Program for at-risk youth, the
students do use it as a training ground.
Like Calvin, many of the students are ultimately interested in pursuing education. Calvin
is getting that last credit through a YouthCare
program, and it's the connection to educational
opportunities that drew in Cooper.
"Honestly, before I came into this program,
I was convinced that coffee was one of the most
disgusting things that the world had come up
with," Cooper says. "And then I saw things like
how it's going to help you get back into school,
and I [said] that sounds like it's really for me,"
Krysta wants to use her education to
give back.
"I said, I don't want to do this anymore. I'm
cold. I'm sick of trying to find a place to sleep.
I want to help people," she says. "I want to go
to school for Social Work and work maybe for
YouthCare one day, or another organization."
For now, coffee is a great option.
"I love learning new things," she says. "And
what better [thing] to learn in Seattle?"
*

opened up a door for us.

youth through photography.
BTEP graduates do come out masters ofpull-

Brian
student
BTEP

ing shots, steaming milk and customer service, but

they also sharpen up the skills needed to make the
first steps in finding a job.
"Every place you go has a different way thai
they do coffee," saysTarra Branum, BTEP instructor. "But there are those competency skills that can
transfer from a service job to a professional job."
Students work on goal setting, writing resumes and interviewing skills with the help ofloca
Starbucks andSafeway representatives.
One graduate of the last cohort was actuall)
hired on the spot during mock interviews.
"This is a fresh start, right here," says Brian
BTEP student. "It seems like somebody jusi
opened up a door for us."
Meltzer says they hope to get 80 percent of th(
program's graduates into jobs and internships. Bu
even' though cafes aren't guaranteeing internship:
just yet, they're contributing in other ways.
Caffe Vita, for instance, donated the tour:

new
releases

classroom at YouthCare's Orion Center. Starbucks
donates some of the equipment.
"We try to support anything that'syouth-based,
especially youth at risk," says Tom Buckley ofCaffe
Vita. "Our main facility's on Capitol Hill, and we
see the kids around here, and it's important for us
to help kids get first, second, third chances."
Caffe Vita sponsors a similar, newer program
in Pordand, Ore. called the P:ear Barista School,
and representatives from P:ear consulted with
YouthCare in starting up the Portland program.
Branum works to create more partnerships
with cafe owners, not only to mix up students'
experiences and increase the program's visibility
but also to get a better sense of where to direct the
classroom curriculum.
"Barista skills are [cafe owners'] last consideration," Branum says. "Their big focus is that [employees] need to be a people person, they need to
be on time and punctual, they need to be clean
and presentable."

Although they're coming out with job skills,
the aim is for students to determine and pursue
their own goals.
"At the end ofour eight weeks together, they
have a personal responsibility to me and to everyone else in this program to actually go and
work toward their goals," Branum says,, "whether that's finding a job or being better parents."
Cooper, a BTEP student, appreciates that the
program stresses a care for the whole person.
"They look at every client as someone who
has many different needs," he says. "Once
you're in the program, it's looking at what are
your goals in your whole life and how they
can help you as much as they can. It's not
compartmentalized."

Mary Pauline may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com

'Noises Off' turns on the laughs
Dillon Gilbert
Staff Writer

Queue all your jokes about law students doing
theater. If you thought tax law, moot court, mock
trials and case briefs would lead to a creative void,
you were dead wrong.
Stage Advocates, the theater troupe ofSeatde
University law students gone dramatic, showed
how well they can handle complexity by giving a
hilarious performance ofMichael Frayn's "Noises
Off' Friday.
The show seemed tough to manage. "Noises
OIF' takes place somewhere in Great Britain. Set
sometime in the 1960s or 70s, the show features
a zany acting troupe as it rehearses and performs
"Nothing On," the play within the play. With most
of Stage Advocates' actors playing a dual identity
(the "Noises Off" actor and the "Nothing On"
character), the risk of blurring them together ran
high. However, the cast managed it quite well.
Act one begins with Dotty Otley (Megan
Campbell, law student) acting as Mrs. Clackett, a
deranged housekeeper seemingly flustered over a
telephone call. As she forgets a newspaper she is supposed to carry offstage, the viewers realize the show
is a play within a play because Lloyd Dallas (Brian
Edwards, law student) screams at her from a seat in
the crowd.
From this point on, the viewer is caught up in
a dilemma infused with comedy. Lloyd is a type-A,
horribly impersonal and annoying director. On the

other hand, his cast in "Nothing On" are semiincompetent, psychologically unstable at times
and just downright out of wack. The "Nothin
On" cast feels like they are working with the boss
from hell.
Thus the conflict ensues, though there is in actuality very little conflict. Garry Lejeune (Michael
Charbonneau, law student) plays Roger, a real estate agent of sorts who is showing Vicky, played
by Brooke Ashton (Kryztal Alvizo, law student), a
house. However, the two seem much more interested in checking out one of the bedrooms, only to
find their plot destabilized by the hilariously timed
entries ofMrs. Clackett.
The plot further deepens when Phillip Brent,
played by Fredrick Fellows (Joey Cronen, law
student), and his wife Flavia, played by Belinda
Blair (Kathryn Burke, law student) enter the house
unexpectedly. There is all sorts of calamity as the
two couples navigate through the house only to
narrowly miss each other on most occasions. Even
the burglar, played by Selsdon Mowbray (Brian
Guerard, law student) manages to sneak into the
house plundering things at will.
Essentially, crazy things happen in a house two
different couples were hoping to use for romantic
purposes. But in act two the viewers find themselves seeing the show from backstage, where they
learn the actors are caught up in real life love triangles and feuds. Lloyd is with the stage manager
Poppy Norton-Taylor (Andra Kranzler, law student) but can't seem to manage the couple life, so

he attempts, quite unsuccessfully, to woo Belinda
and Brooke. To mix up the crew even more, Garry
is seeing Dotty, only to suspect there is some sort of
affair going on between her and Fredrick.
After the second act ends in the crew failing to
open the curtains on their matinee performance,
the third act depicts a show that went all wrong.
The actors cannot seem to pull it together, fighting
each other with slapstick violence and malicious
pranks. Act three is something ofa cross between
"Monty Python," "The Three Stooges" and one of
Ricky Gervais' dreams.
The set itself even contributed to the comedy, consisting of a wall full of doors; their inability to open and close properly was the subject of a running joke throughout the piece.
The show came across well, though the
multi-character actors were hard to figure
out at first. The cast impressively kept their
British accents through the whole show, which
made simple puns in the script much more
hilarious. It definitely fit the ticket for a fun

Friday evening.
The last performance of"Noises Off' is April
24 in Pigott Auditorium at 7 p.m. Tickets

are

$5 for students and $7 for the general public.

Each performance will be preceded by meetand-greet galas with wine and appetizers at
5:30 p.m. for an additional $10.

Dillon may be reached at
dgillbert@su-spectator.com

Rufus Wainwright follows up
"Prima Donna," his 2009 opera,
with a lonesome, austere sixth
album, "All Days Are Nights:
Songs for Lulu." Wainwright
described the album as "eerie," because he wrote it while
mourning for his cancer-stricken
mother, Canadian folk singer
Katie McGarrigle, while she
was still alive. Employing only
his haunting vocals and piano,
the album is beautiful but also
pensive and forlorn. Including
a song from Prima Donna, "Les
feux d'artifice t'appellent," as
well as three of Shakespeare's
sonnets, 10, 20 and 43, set to
his graceful piano, the album
has a stark sound, stripping
away Wainwright's usual complex orchestration to showcase
the wondrous weaving of his
voice and the ivories. "All Days
Are Nights: Songs for Lulu" is
out now on vinyl and CD from
Decca Label Group.
BOOK: 'The Bedwetter' by
Sarah Silverman
the rubber sheets!
Sarah Silverman's memoir "The
Bedwetter: Stories of Courage,
Redemption, and Pee" is the
comedienne's first book. The
memoir is profoundly personal,
reflecting on Silverman's adolescence struggling with depression and her adult life pursuing
stand-up comedy, but the book
is also outrageously hilarious.
Silverman continues her spiel of
making fun of herself as she addresses some of the most difficult
parts of her life, and readers will
chuckle at both her misfortunes
and successes, showing that, yes,
these are things we will laugh
about 20 years from now. "The
Bedwetter" is available now from
Bust

out

HarperCollins.
FILM: 'The Losers'
When an elite black ops team
learn too much about the underworld of CIA, the government
double-crosses them and leaves
them for dead in Bolivia. Now
that they are believed to be dead,
the Losers (played by Jeffrey
Dean Morgan, Chris Evans, Idris
Elba, Columbus Short and Oscar
Jaenada) must fight to get their
lives back, something they are,
luckily, good at. After teaming
up with the beautiful and myste-'
rious agent Aisha (Zoe Saldana),
the Losers chase and attempt
to kill the man who betrayed
them, known only as Max (Jason
Patric). Full of extravagant explosions and chase scenes like
any action film, "The Losers"
hits theaters Friday.
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How the accordion is slowly killing the electric guitar (or not)

Kelton Sears
Staff Wnter

Senior

One of fie fevst things my
d
abojut my fpreat
ncle Mike is that he could
uggle thre| eggs| then stop
mid-juggle
any

remembers

(fthem.

I never knew my Great Uncle
vlike,
but in; a weifd way I feel
:
:onnected dp him. After Mike
i >assed awa)§ my <|ad inherited
iis accordion, passing it onjo me
) wo years ago. I've been clumsily
, :hurning oat sea shanties on it
ever since, s|ill figuring out what
all those tin| rows of buttons do.
The accordion beatl his name on
it; "MIKE" is scrawled in ballpoint pen on the inside of one
of the bellows.

I

I

According to Eli Kauffman,
member of the Seattle-based
experimental accordion quartet
Hell's Bellows, my inheritance
makes me proof of one j>f his
theories on the quiet resulgence
of die accordion.
"There is this new generation
of young people picking up the
accordion after finding it and
dusting it Cfff from their grandparents' closets," says Kauffman,
who also runs an accordion
repair shop, Bell and R#d, in
Pioneer Square. "When young
people confe in |he shopj; looking to get old accordions playable
again, die 4°T almost always
the same."
Kauffman himself inherited
his accordion from his grandfaan avid accordionist who
reluctantly decided to pass on
his instrur|ent|after it ibt too
•*

Ither,

"When I first got the accordion, I had very low expectations for it," Kauffman says. "I
thought it was going to be really hokey. But I was pleased to
discover it had a much broader
range ofcapabilities than I gave
it credit for."
That broader range of capabilities is being recognized by the
larger culture as well.
"We're seeing the accordion
show up in contemporary music
again, as well as on TV in commercials and in music for films,"
says Joe Petosa, owner ofSeattlebased Petosa Accordions.
With beloved films like
"Amelie" (featuring an accordion-heavy score by Yann Tiersen)
and bands like Gogol Bordello
and Arcade Fire rocking the
squeezebox with a punk rock
swagger, the accordion certainly seems like it's getting the
kids' attention.
For Minjae Kim, a 20 year
old University of Washington
student, it was Zach Condon
of the band Beirut that initially
grabbed his interest.

"I was listening to him a lot,
and I really liked the way the accordion sounded. So I just decided to buy one on eßay and
teach myself," Kim says.
Kim can whip out most of
the songs from "Amelie" with
ease, as well as a selection of
Eastern European tunes from
the "Everything is Illuminated"
soundtrack. Kim returns to a
classic rliough when it's time to
stir up a party.
"People always have a lot of
fun when I play Hava Nagila,"
says Kim, who can churn the
Hebrew folk song out as if he

himself were Jewish.
It was Beirut

too,

who ini-

tially sparked an interest in the
accordion for Philip Kobernik,
accordionist for Seattle indie
band Hey Marseilles, who recently returned from playing six
shows at die South by Southwest
Music and Media Conference
and Festival in Austin, Texas.
"Playing dieaccordion is like
dating a tortured girl," Kobernik
says. "It's really hard to figure
her out, but in the end, it's

totally rewarding."
So who is this Beirut?
Stop strumming, start
squeezing
Zach Condon dropped out of
high school in Santa Fe, N.M, at
die age of 16, and dien promptly
flew off to Paris a year later where
he fell in love with Balkan music. Due to a wrist injury that
prevented him from wrapping
his hand around the neck of a
guitar, he instead picked up the
trumpet, die ukulele and the accordion. In 2006 he released his
critically acclaimed and heavily Balkan-influenced album
"Gulag Orkestar" under the
name Beirut.
"My dad is obsessed widi music, so I was raised around this
guitar player that really wanted
me to be a guitar player," said
Condon in an interview with
Pitchfork.com in 2006. "One
of my earliest memories is him
kind offorcing a guitar on all my
brothers and me. You know, 'You
have to practice three hours a
day!' I hated guitar at die time."
Condon's disdain for the
electric guitar might have been

Member, Hells Bellows
Owner, Bell and Reed
Clara Ganey | The

Spectator
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more than just a result of his
overbearing father. According to
Joe Petosa, it might just be the
natural order ofthings.
"What people forget is that in
the '50s, the accordion was pretty
much it," Petosa said. "But then
in the '60s, '70s, and '80s, the
electric guitar took over, and the
accordion fell by the wayside."
Thanks to the cycles that
regulate fashion, trends and everything else in modern culture,
the accordion might be coming
back into our consciousness in a
big way. People may be getting
jaded with the electric guitar in
the same way they grewweary of
the accordion.
The Petosa family, however,
never tired of the accordion. In
1922, Joe's great grandfather Carl
Petosa immigrated from Italy
and set up Petosa Accordions
in Seattle. Petosa is now the
sole surviving accordion manufacturer in the United States.
Petosa takes orders for its accorrl'ons from countries all over the
world, stretching from Australia
to Europe to Asia.
Yes. The premier accordion
manufacturer in the world is
based in Seattle.
And this might be why
Seattle has unwittingly become
fertile ground for the return of
the accordion.

The revolution starts here
The second Monday of every month, people from all over
King County descend on the
Senior Center of West Seattle
to discuss and play accordions.
Most of these people, as the location would suggest, are older

people—people who belong to
an age when the accordion was
the most popular instrument in

is!

classic culture ofthe accordion.
But then, being the vanguard ofcool Seattle is known
to be, younger people inspired by
groups like Beirut, like Kim and
Kobernik, are picking up the accordioh and seriously looking at
its potential to make a new kind
of music.
ft
"With all the digital ways
you can make music now, I
think that people are starting to
turn to older instruments and
try to make new sounds with
them," Kobernik says. "The
accordion is unique in that it's
the only instrument where you
can play melody, bass and percussion all in one. It's got so

the country.
Bonnie Birch is one of these
people. She is also the president
of the Northwest Accordion
Society, the group that puts on
these monthly meetings. It is
almost impossible to find a picture of her online where she is
not sporting a huge grin as
she plays her customized
accordion, with her name,
"BONNIE" printed proudly on
its side.
NWAS also puts on the larger
Day of The Accordion festival,
a yearly event at Seattle Center
where accordionists perform, much potential."
Hey Marseilles, along
workshops are held, and an older
with fellow Seattle bands The
generation celebrates a stigmaMaldives, Kay Kay and His
tized instrument.
"The [NWAS] is not only Weathered Underground and
trying to keep the culture alive, Grand Hallway, are featuring
but we're also trying to put the the accordion front and cenaccordion out there," Birch says. ter Ln their songs, attempting
"We're trying to make it visible to utilize the musical potential of an instrument that has
to the public again, because the
been cursed with a polka and
accordion's got this negative conLawrence Welk-filled history.
notation to it nowadays."
Unbeknownst to NWAS,
"Screw Lawrence Welk,"
the accordion might not need Kobernik says. "Nothing would
their help after all. According to make me happier than to see
Eli KaufFman, the accordion is the electric guitar die and the
definitely getting out there—he's accordion rise up in its place.
Do 1 think it will happen? No.
seeing its revival firsthand.
"There is not one accordion
But I can dream."
How interesting that would
scene in Seattle," Eli KaufFman
says. "There are many, and they be if the death of the electric
all overlap in my repair shop."
guitar began in the birthplace
The older generation lives ofjimi Hendrix.
The accordion revolution
on in Seattle through NWAS
and the Scandinavian Heritage may very well have started, and
Center in Ballard, as well as the it's calling Seattle home.
many cafes throughout Seattle
that sponsor French Musette Ketton may be reached at
nights. These groups preserve the ksears@su-spectalor.com
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Allison Carmer excelled on
and off the court
NAIA All-American
inducted into Hall of
Fame despite short
Seattle U career
Aubrey Eyre
Staff Writer
Seattle University Sports Hall of
Fame inductee Allison Carmer has
always been a true tomboy at heart.
Just ask her brother. As a child she

played

more sports

than most boys

and dreamed of one daybecoming
a carpenter.
"She is my little sister, but
look
I
up to her," Brad Carmer
said.

She is the only

player I coached
who could defend all
five positions well.
Dave Cox
Former Basketball Head Coach

Having only spent two years at
Seattle U, Allison Carmer might
not be an obvious pick for the Hall
of Fame. But in speaking with her
coach Dave Cox and examining
her time on the team from 19891991, Cox indicates that Carmer
more than exemplified the title of
"student-athlete" and went above

and beyond to fulfill her calling
as each.
Carmer originally began her
career as a college student playing
basketball and studying nursing at
the University of Washington. But
her experience there pushed her to
seek a different school to study at

and play for.
"UW

really difficult bedidn't
they
really work with
the players. I had a lab during
practice, and it seemed no one
would work with me about it,"
Carmer said.
After taking a year off for
eligibility reasons after her time
at UW, Carmer proceeded to
contact all the schools that had
originally accepted her to see if
they would still offer her a position. Seattle U was the first to
speak up.
"She was very humble and just
said, 'Would you have a place
for me?'" Cox, then Seattle U's
women's basketball coach, explained of their first time speaking. "She is just a very unique
player. She is the only player I
coached who could defend all five
positions well."
Although Seattle U was not
Division I then, Cox made it
clear that he felt some of his players were at a D-I level; Carmer
was one of them. By the end of
her Seattle U career, Carmer had
earned NALA. All-America honors
and had the fourth-highest scoring average in school history at
was

cause

17.7 points per game.
"Seattle U

much more
accommodating," Carmer said.
"It was just more conducive to
my situation and really upheld
the term 'student-athlete.' They
wanted me to succeed at both sides
of that."
Maintaining a strong balance
between being a student and an
athlete can be very difficult, but
Cox said Carmer was fantastic
was so

at it.

Her experience [at UW]

pushed her to seek

a different school to
study at and play for.
"She never missed a beat,"
Cox said. "One time a professor said she couldn't miss a class
so she came late to a game,
stepped on the court and got
right in."
After two years playing for
Seattle U, Carmer graduated
with a nursing degree and returned home to Anchorage, AK
before going on to work in Nome,
AK. Although she never played
professionally, Carmer stuck to
basketball by participating in
amateur leagues while working as an emergency room and
specialty nurse.

Matthew Brady

|

The Spectator

Allison Camner, inductee to the Seattle U Sports Hall of Fame, shows
her skills on the Bellevue Club Hotel basketball court.
"It is a tremendous honor for
her because she loved the coach,
the system and the players," Brad
Carmer said of his sister being
welcomed into the Hall of Fame
Saturday. "She is the kind of person I would vote for. She is an incredible team person in everything
she does."

Carmer says that looking
back she is really happy that
she transferred to Seattle U and
she "couldn't have asked for a
better experience."

Aubrey may be reached at
aeyre@su-spectator.com

Ladies lacrosse looks forward to facing UW
Kelton Sears
Senior Staff Writer

University of Oregon. The women
beat Portland 14-7 and lost to

Oregon 2-14.

Seattle University's women's club
lacrosse team finished up their sea-

Oregon is the best in the league,"

last weekend in Portland, Ore.,
two spirited games against
the University of Portland and the

said junior Jenna Emerson, co-president of the team. "They are beasts
for sure."

son

playing

"The

team at

University of

Despite their loss to Oregon,
team is happy with the growth
they've experienced this season, which started a week before
spring break.
"We lost about seven graduating
seniors from the team this year, so
this year I think was really good as
the

Courtesy Seattle U women's lacrosse team

The Seattle U women's club lacrosse team completed its season with a win against the University of
Portland and a loss to the University of Oregon over the weekend.

far as developing skills and seeing
what works," said junior Arianne
Judy, a former Seattle U Softball
player who just completed her first
season with the team.
This season the team consisted
entirely of freshmen, sophomores
and juniors, something team
president Brittany Sullivan is
excited about.
"This year was definitely a learning year. Next year everyone will be
returning, so we're going to come
back strong and ready to play,"
Sullivan said.
This year the team also faced the
University ofWashington, Gonzaga
University, Whitman College, Lewis
and Clark University, Western
Washington University and Boise
State University. The team traveled
to Corvalis, Ore., Portland, Ore.
and Walla Walla, Wash, as well as to
other locations to compete against
opposing teams.
The 19 women on the team have
been practicing since mid-October, spending two hours two days
a week in the Connolly Center's
Astro Gym and two hours outside
on weekends.
"The Astro Gym is about half

the size of a regular field. It's

re-

ally small," Emerson said. "We've
had to get used to that a little bit
in practice."
The team is now shifting its focus to recruiting new

members for

next season.

"UW has enough people for two
full teams; it would be awesome if
we could get that amount of people
to join," Emerson said.
The team assures those who are
considering joining that no prior
experience is necessary.
"We get a lot of people that have
never played before, and a lot of
girls coming over from playing soccer or other sports in high school,"
Sullivan said. "Just because you
haven't played before doesn't matter,
a lot of those girls are doing great

right now."
Next year, the team has one
thing in mind.
"We'd all really like to beat UW,"
Sullivan said. "We've played them a
couple of times, and we really just
want to score some goals on them
and show them what we can do."
Kelton may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com
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Baseball drops to
4-26 after weekend
set against Nevada
Adam Johnson
Volunteer Writer

Seattle University baseball
hosted University of Nevada at
Bannerwood Park in Bellevue,
Wash. Friday for the first of a

Matthew Brady

|
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Steffanie Mortera practices her forehand. She helped her team to a second place National finish.

Tennis teams take second and
third at National Tournament
Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer
The Seattle University women's and men's tennis teams
ended their seasons on a strong
note placing second and third
respectively at the National
Independent Tournament in
Farmville, Va. The tournament
was the final match of the year for
the teams.
The women excelled in a marathon championship match, playing for more than four hours,
but in the end lost to Longwood
University, according to head
coach Mark Frisby. They finished
with a record of2-1, beating North
Carolina Central University and
Winston-Salem State University
in combined singles and
doubles results.

"The women couldn't have
done any more and did as well as
possible," Frisby said.
Sophomore Katrina Schwab
was named to the all-tournament
team for competing in singles and
doubles matches.

Getting to play
for a title

[...]

was so thrilling.
Katrina Schwab
Sophomore

"Getting to play for a title,
even though it was just for independent schools, was so thrilling,"
Schwab said.

The prospect of competing at
the tournament gave the players something to work toward
all season.
"I'd think of Virginia and how
every extra sprint or extra forehand cross-court would prepare
me that much more for any opponent I would came up against,"
Schwab said.
The men finished with a 2-2 record, and also did "as well as possible," according to Frisby. Freshman
Yusuke Kanehira was named to
the all-tournament team on the
men's side.
Frisby is pleased with the
season's results, which included
Division I wins from both the
men's and women's teams.
For next season, the team
will have four spots to fill on
the women's side and six on the
men's. Frisby says they will have
to look for players "just under the
radar," but who are still willing to
work hard.
' The level of competition is
high, but they will be able to
use returning players, according
to

Steffanie Mortera prepares for the National Independent Tournament.

by third baseman Kalalau.
"We met our nemesis tonight,
and that is the late-inning pressure situation where we need to
close games out," said head coach

Donny Harrel. "And at this point,
we aren't capable of doing that."
Despite the 11-5 loss, the
Seattle U squad played a solid
first seven innings. Kizer's pitching, situational hitting and six stolen bases gave the team a chance.
Senior Doug Buser, who was

named GoSeatdeU.com's StudentAthlete ofthe Week for swinging a
hot bat, went 2-5 with three stolen
bases and two runs.
"We find ourselves in situations
to win games, and tonight starting pitching and situational hitting
kept us in it," Harrel said.
Kizer remains 1-1 on the season
in seven starts with a 4.15 ERA.
A quality start to the weekend by

"With Doug [Buser] on second, I was looking for a fastball,

Kizer was followed by 22-0 and 4-1

and I got it," Hendrickson said.
In the sixth inning, Bryan
Dalton, an injured pitcher for
Seattle U, was the first competitor to finish nine hotdogs and

weekend sweep of the Redhawks,
who are 4-26 on the season.
Seattle U will host Dallas
Baptist University at Bannerwood
Parkin Bellevue, Wash, for a threegame set April 22-24.

nine

sodas.

"I originally thought take it
slow and steady, but I got ahead
of myself," Dalton said.

losses that concluded a WoifPack

Adam may be reached at
johnsl 13@seattleu.edu

Frisby.

"It will be a long uphill battle,"
said Frisby, who believes the team
can still succeed.
With players like Schwab,
sophomore Mikaela Peterson,
freshman Steffanie Mortera
and sophomore Adam Strizich
returning next year, Frisby is
still hopeful.
"We will use what we have
and improve," he said. Frisby said
larger universities with more established tennis programs have a
better chance at recruiting players, but he is still optimistic for
next year.
Frisby believes the men's team
needs more effort and work to
get to the level they want, but the
women's team is strong, and with
young talent, will hopefully only
get stronger.
The women finished the 2010
dual meet season with a 9-11 record, and the men finished with a
5-15 record.
Matthew Brady | The Spectator

three-game set. After holding
the lead for the first six innings,
the Redhawks fell 11-5 to the
WolfPack.
Students flocked to the ballpark to take a shot at completing
the 9-9-9 Challenge: consume
nine hotdogs and nine sodas, all in
nine innings. Prizes included headphones and rounds of mini-golf
were awarded to the contestants
who finished the challenge.
The game got off to a quick start
led by starting pitcher Brandon
Kizer. Kizer, who played almost
seven innings, retired the first 13
batters he faced. The Redhawks
looked great in the first five innings
behind Kizer, who was pitching a
perfect gameat that point, and the
team jumped to a 5-0 lead early
behind Cully Hendrickson's tworun homerun and RBI singles by
Skip Spencer and Josh Kalalau in
the third.

Once Kizer made his exit in
the top ofthe seventh, the bullpen
proceeded to give up Seattle U's
lead. In relief Conor Spink, Joey
Pulitano and Max Whieldon combined for seven earned runs in the
eighth and ninth innings, including two unearned runs on an error

Olivia may be reached at

ojohnson@su-spectator.com
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The Seattle University Athletic Department inducted 13 individuals an'
two teams into the Seattle U Athletic Hall of Fame April 17. Inductees ir
eluded past athletic directors and accomplished athletes and teams
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Unpaid internships
deserve close scrutiny
With 56 percent of 2009 Seattle University graduates
having completed an internship, it's a good bet that some
of us have been in one that's more about unpaid grunt work
than professional development.
As The Spectator reported this week, some states are
beginning to look at whether some unpaid internships
violate labor laws. And the Economic Policy Institute has
proposed that the federal government create a fund to cover living costs for low-income students who are working
unpaid internships.
However, it's the responsibility of students to identify
when a supervisor at an unpaid internship—or a paid one
is taking advantage of them. If an employer is having a
student clean their coworkers' cubicles instead of doing
work that benefits their education, it's the student's duty to
confront their employer or report their experience to the
university. Sometimes it might be a matter of letting an
employer know that a student is capable and interested in
more advanced work.
In these economic times, it's still worthwhile that federal
and state governments consider the intersection of labor
law and unpaid internships. More than one member of
The Spectator has been in an internship that was formerly
a salaried position. In those situations, unpaid interns were
the companies' means to cut costs, a measure that takes
advantage of both the intern and the full-time employee
whose job was cut.
Universities have longrecognized the value of internships,
and the reality is that not all of them will be paid. The government should also recognize their education value and the
strain an unpaid internship puts on students' pocketbooks.
The result would be a stronger workforce.
—

Grounds fails to
keep it natural
As Earth Day approaches this year, Seattle University shies
away from one of its commitments to sustainability.
For the first time in four years, we are switching out our

organic fertilizer for a synthetic blend on Championship
and Logan Fields.
We saw our water usage decrease by 26 percent in 2006,
the first year we used organic fertilizer on these two fields.
Yet this year the Grounds Department is sprinkling on synthetic fertilizer, which often contains toxic metals and can
compromise soil health.
Last year, the Sustainable Endowments Institute distinguished Seattle U as one of 80 Campus Sustainablity
Leaders nationwide.
We should be proud of this.
And we should hold on to what earned us our highest
marks in environmentalism: Our commitment to organics.
The vendor Seatde U uses to feed our campus, Bon Appetit,
"prioritizes purchasing organic ingredients," the institute's
review boasts.
So why are we no longer prioritizing organics once we
move outdoors?
Seattle University's grounds manager Shannon Britton offered one answer: The Athletics Department wants first-rate
fields for our Division I athletes. "We're in a different ball
game," she told The Spectator.
To be sure, our soccer, softball and baseball teams deserve
fields they can be proud to call home. But not if it comes at
the cost of our commitment to the environment.
This morning, the students who headed out for an "Earth
Day Walk & Community Clean Up" may have not seen any
garbage sitting atop the vibrant green grass of Logan field.
But as a university dedicated to environmental responsibility, we ought not limit ourselves to getting rid of the crap
above our earth.

The Spectator editorial board consists of Joshua Lynch, Matthew Martell, Braden VanDragt, Katie Farden, Fernando Sioson, Mary Pauline Diaz, Taylor Olson, Angelo
Carosio and Frances Dinger. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
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The 2010 NBA Playoffs began
in earnest Saturday, and the odyssey that is Lebron James' first championship began with it. That is, if

the King doesn't choke on his own
first.
Last year sports media stoked
the fire on a pot that promised an
epic Lakers-Cavaliers Finals grudge
match, the NBAs version of Clash
of the Titans.
The Cavs ended up losing to
the Orlando Magic in the Eastern
Conference Finals, and the NBA
media gurus put their MVPuppet
television campaign on permanent
hiatus. There are no stupid bets this
time; whoever makes to the finals
won't have to do it on the backs of
millions of fans screaming at their
crown

TV screens.
That being said, the Lakers and
the Cavs are the odds-on favorite to
meet in the Finals this year. As any
die-hard Cleveland fan can tell you—
myself included—the King and his
men are much better equipped to
deal with L.A. s Kobe "Beef" Bryant
and Orlando's Dwight Howard.
Cavaliers general manager Danny
Ferry saw fit to sign the legendary
Shaquille O'Neal to the team during the last off-season. Five-time
Israeli League champion Anthony
Parker, former Harlem Globetrotter
Jamario Moon and ex-Washington
WizardAntawn Jamison also landed
on the roster.
There are 14 other teams in the
way of the Lakers and Cavs, though,
and none are going to give up without a fight.

In the Western Conference, the

Dallas Mavericks and the Denver
Nuggets carry the best chance of
beating Phil Jackson, of Michael
Jordan coaching fame, and his 2009
champion Lakers squad. The Mavs
have Dirk Nowitzki, the largest
7-foot German forward this side of
the Atlantic. They also have Jason
Kidd, a soon-to-be Hall of Famer,
who is still a consistent triple-double
threat at 36 years old.
The Denver Nuggets feature perennial All-Star Carmelo Anthony
as well as 2004 NBA champion
Chauncey Billups, formerly of the
Detroit Pistons.
The consensus 'dark horse' pick
to challenge the Lakers in theWest is
the Phoenix Suns, led by point guard
Steve Nash. But with a game-one
home loss to the Portland Trailblazers,
the Suns look a bit dim as oflate.
In the Eastern Conference, the

Boston Celtics and the Orlando
Magic each look to take down the
Cavs. The Celtics have a veteran trio
of threats inKevin Garnett, Ray Allen
and Paul Pierce, but are rapidly losing
a battle with old age.
The Magic are led by two-time
slam dunk champion Vince Carter
and Dwight Howard, arguably the
best center in the league and recently
named the KIA defensive player of
the year.
I'll admit it, I'm a bandwagon
Cavs fanatic. But who wouldn't
love the dunks and passes of the
great Lebron James? The Cavs are
not only a good team, they're fun to
watch. Now if only the same could
be said about Lebron's dancing on
the court.
Fernando may be reached at
fsioson@su-spectator.com
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EDITORIAL

Taking a hard look at drug policy
Questioning perceived

status quo surrounding
marijuana policy

By Cornell Sun Editorial Board

UWire—Depending on whom
you ask, you will probably hear a different reason for the legalization—
in some form or another—of marijuana. Many would prefer legalization solely for medical users. Some
point out that legalizing and taxing
marijuana would help refill depleted state coffers. Others note that
marijuana is generally considered
to be less dangerous than alcohol
and tobacco; that it was outlawed
for corrupt, illegitimate reasons to
begin with; that marijuana-related
arrests (89 percent of which are
for possession, not trafficking or
selling) now make up half of all

drug-related arrests.
The United States's first

experiment with prohibition (19201933) was repealed and generally regarded as a failure, and if the smell
that was wafting in the air on April-20 is any indication, this ill-conceived experiment has not worked
either. Just as surely as moonshine
was quaffed in speakeasies 90 years
ago, marijuana is still smoked.

We must consider
the ugly side of
the status quo.
The most convincing and fundamental reason for re-thinking the
current federal policy on marijuana
use is simple: It would return control
to the government. No matter the
perceived "problems" with current
marijuana usage—and those vary

from person to person—one possible solution to is letting the government regulate and benefit from
the marijuana industry that can no
longer be ignored. But when policymakers stick to their "War on Drugs"
guns, march out the police and
close their eyes, the problem does
not

disappear.

There are positive signs: 14 states
currendy allow medical marijuana,
and six allow dispensaries to sell
medical marijuana. The cannabusiness is booming. California, despite
an impotent and nearly bankrupt
government, saw $2 billion of potentially taxable revenue from the
medical marijuana industry last
year. So, things are not all bad on
the bud front. But, policy inertia is

notoriously difficult to overcome
marijuana has been illegal for a long
time and too many people are content with what they see as a perfectly acceptable status quo. We must

—

consider the ugly side of the status
quo—murderous drug wars, inflating rates of incarceration, a steady
stream of funding for criminal
organizations—to make a reasoned
judgment on the many questions
surrounding marijuana policy.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Cohousing, club coverage, service trips

"Eroticbots vs

Erecticons"
Dear Editor,
I've attended Seatde University
for four years, and it never really
crossed my mind until I became
historian for the United Filipino
Club that The Spectator doesn't
report about culture clubs on
campus. One of the duties that
a historian for any organization
on campus has to do is scan local
publications for any mention of
the club, in order to keep a good
archive of the club's history. On a
weekly basis I read The Spectator
to see if at any point our club is
mentioned. We never are. It may
not be big news to the editors and
staffof The Spectator, but it's important to those who attend and
give time to these organizations
the
to
be recognized in some way
enjoyed
have
I
by a publication that supposed
to report about the events on its
companionship and
own campus.
the opportunity to learn
You may be saying to yourself, how was The Spectator
from other people.
going to know about these
clubs unless you told them
about them?
On Feb. 27, the United
For example, the Evergreen Land
Trust, a non-profit organization, has Filipino Club held its 16th anfour such communities in Seattle, nual Barrio Fiesta. Our membertwo on Capitol Hill, one near the
ship began work on this event as
University of Washington, and one far back as five months prior to
in the Central District. The number the event. Held in the Campion
of people living together (each with Ballroom, the program featured
their own room) ranges from four authentic Filipino food, a skit
and traditional/contemporary
to 16. I have lived in such a community for 12 years, and while it is dances performed by members of
our organization. The overall atnot always easy, I have really enjoyed
tendance was more than 480. To
the companionship and the opportunity to learn from other people my knowledge we were eight or
with a variety ofbackgrounds and so general admission tickets from
interests. It is like living in a small selling out (selling out means 500
village in the middle of the city. people attended). The event was
There are intentional communities even filmed and turned into a
all over the United States and the DVD. Everyone who attended said
it was one of the best Barrio Fiestas
rest of the world and they are easy

Dear Editor,
I appreciated your article in the
April 14 issue on the new cohousing
development on Capitol Hill which
will provide opportunities for people
to live in community. Intentional
Communities are a related form of
housing that bring people together
and also help them to significandy
reduce their carbon footprint. These
communities are typically formed by
people living together in the same
house (cohousing is based on homes
that are clustered together), with a
shared mission (be it is spiritual, ecological, or educational), and a commitment to running the household
on a democratic basis.

to

locate.

Steen Hailing
Professor & Director of
Graduate Program
Psychology Department

section ("Hoops for Haiti" was).
The week after the event, I expected some type of mention at least
of the event inside The Spectator,
because I had actually ran into two
of the staffeditors at the event, and
we had also seen one ofthe school's
official photographers running
around snapping photos, but instead the "Last Looks" section had
photos of an off-campus bike event,
and the paper made no mention of
Barrio Fiesta.

I read The Spectator
to see if at any point
our club is mentioned.
We never are.
The reason I write this letter
now and not sooner was because
this past Saturday was MarianasTao
Tao club's Fiesta 2010. An event
similar to that of Barrio Fiesta, in
which people planned and worked
hard to put together, but once
again, there was no mention of it in
the Spectator. Instead, for Saturday
the "Spectator recommended" we
go to the His Infernal Majesty
(H.1.M.) concert.
I couldn't attend this Fiesta
2010, because I had family matters to attend to. I was thinking
of consulting the paper for how
the event went, but I guess I'll
just have to ask a friend for the

real

The April 19article titled "Young SU law
grad fights for immigrants" stated immigration law is a specialized type of
human rights law. This is incorrect. In

Mexico has more

the immigration law is not a specialized
type of human rights law; it is its own
field of law.

to offer than
violence. It has a rich

beautiful culture.

news.

For future reference, Hui
O Nani's Luau is May 1,
and the Vietnamese Student
Association's Xuan festival is
May 22.

they've attended.
If you didn't know about this
event, it's because Feb. 27 was the
same day as "Hoops for Haiti", and
because of which, it wasn't listed
in the "Spectator Recommends"

Dear Editor,
After traveling to Tijuana over the
Spring break, I have safely returned
back to Seattle. What a fabulous
experience in the beautiful country
of Mexico. Despite what people
told me, I didn't focus on the negative media attention surrounding
Tijuana. Instead, I tried to think
about the community being direcdy
affected by drug wars, immigration, poverty and injustice. After
visiting Tijuana I have witnessed
social development programs at
their greatest.
I have experienced what it's like
to work outside all day under the hot
sun. I have met Mexicans who work
relendessly to create organic changes
within their country. At Casa Del
Migrante I sat down to a meal with
men who have lived in the U.S. for
almost 40 years, only to find themselves deported to Mexico (whether or
not it is their country of origin). I've
seen women working in solidarity to
create small businesses that support
their communities, and most importandy: I've seen a recognition of the
environmental issues and an effort to
reduce any excessive consumption
of water.

Ryan Guevara
United Filipino Club
Historian

Senior Communication
Studies major

Thanks to my time in Mexico, I
of Social
am reaffirmed in my
Work and it is because ofthe valueI've
witnessed in serving others. Mexico
has more to offer than violence. It
has a rich, beautiful culture, but to
understand that, you have to see it
for yourself.

"Military gaze
accepted"
"Kiss Me underthe
cameltoe"

"We takeoff more
than Boeing"

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

Playing the accordian is
like dating a tortured girl.
It's really hard to figure
her out, but in the end,
it's totally rewarding.
-Philip Kobernik,

Accordionist
Corrections

The article also incorrectly quoted Olivie
as saying lawyers can "speed up" the

immigration process. Lawyers can only
help clients navigate the immigration

process. We regret the errors.

In the April 19 article titled "A personal
jihad: Moezzi shares her tale,"'Hajer
Al-Faham was misquoted as saying,
"Moezzi would be a good choice [for
Middle East historian] because she
has engaged in interfaith dialogue and
devoted her career to it," Al-Faham
said. The quote was not in reference to

Amelia Kent

Moezzi as a Middle East historian but
in regards to why Al-Faham thought
Moezzi is a good speaker. We regret

Junior Social Work Major

the error.
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public
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reports

lastlooks

Suspicious

Circumstances
April 16 8:20 p.m.
A non-affiliate male entered
Connolly Center requesting assistance. Public Safety identified the man and escorted him
off campus.

Capitol Hill
community
welcomes
Elliott
Bay Book
Company

Medical Assist
April 17 1:25 p.m.

A student in Xavier injured his
ankle while playing soccer and
requested a non-emergency
vehicle transport to a hospital for
further evaluation.

Malicious Mischief
April 17 3:15 a.m.
Public Safety and police responded to a report of a nonaffiliate male wandering campus
and causing property damage.
The male was taken into custody
by police.

Matthew Brady | The Spectator

For more photos and video from
Elliott bay Book Company's opening, visit

Suspicious

su-spectator.com/multimedia

Circumstances
April 17 4:30 a.m.
Public Safety officers were
flagged down by two employees of Starbucks inside a vehicle
near the building entrance. The
employees had been confronted
by two unknown males and requested assistance to the store.
Public Safety assisted and advised the individuals to report the

Ryan Curren reads Judi Barrett's "Cloudy With
a Chance of Meatballs" to his daughter Solene
at Elliott Bay Book Company.

matter to police.

Safety Assist
April 19 2:50 a.m.
Public Safety and Housing conducted a welfare check of a
Xavier resident student following
a phone call from a concerned
parent. Contact was made and
nothing further of concern was
found.
Occupational Accident
April 19 4:50 p.m.

A contracted employee reported
she lost her balance and fell in the
break room, causing injury to her
knee and hand. The employee
declined medical attention.
Accident
April 19 9:10 p.m.
Public Safety observed water
leaking from a pipe in the Murphy
Garage. Facilities responded to
fix the leak.
Narcotics
April 20 12:30 a.m.

Public

Safety and Housing responded to a burning odor con-

sistent with marijuana on the 4th
floor ofCampion. The occupants
were identified and documented
for alcohol and narcotic violations.

Above, Jesse Barnes throws pizza dough at a Via Tribunali
stand in front of Elliott Bay Books. Above right, Nick Shadel of
Seattle's Let's Get Lost sings in the street during the Elliott Bay
Book Company opening event. Right, A shopper climbs the
stairs inside the new Elliott Bay.

Guanaco brings El Salvador to the Hill
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